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Abstract 

En debatt har förts om hur svenska journalister har hanterat invandringsämnet i sin rapportering. 

Vissa anser att medierna har varit partiska och ignorerat samhälleliga problem som kan kopplas 

till invandringen. Vissa menar också att en förändring har skett sedan flyktingkrisen under hösten 

2015. Nu tycks det som att journalisterna har blivit mer kritiska i sin rapportering om invandring. 

Syftet med den här uppsatsen är att testa om dessa uppfattningar stämmer. En innehållsanalys av 

artiklar från tre dagstidningar – Aftonbladet, Dagens Nyheter och Göteborgs-Posten – 

genomfördes med utgångspunkt i gestaltningsteorin, för att ta reda på hur medierna har gestaltat 

invandring och invandrare. 450 artiklar från tre år analyserades. Den första frågeställningen är 

hur invandringen gestaltades 2009 jämfört med 2015. 2010 var året då det invandringskritiska 

partiet Sverigedemokraterna kom in i riksdagen. Den andra frågeställningen är hur gestaltningen 

såg ut 2015 jämfört med 2016, före och efter flyktingkrisen. Den tredje frågeställningen är hur 

ofta etniska och kulturella konflikter, samt svenska värderingar och normer, togs upp under de 

tre åren. Studien visar att invandrare oftast gestaltades som offer eller hjältar, både 2009 och 

2015, och att offergestaltningen ökade mest mellan åren. Jämförelsen mellan 2015 och 2016 

visar en avsevärd ökning av att invandrare gestaltades som hot. Svaret på den tredje 

frågeställningen är att etniska och kulturella konflikter togs upp mer sällan 2015 och 2016 

jämfört med 2009. Dock syns en tydlig ökning av nämnanden av svenska värderingar och 

normer mellan 2015 och 2016. 

 

Nyckelord: innehållsanalys, gestaltning, invandring, tidningar, Sverige 
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1. Introduction 

Some have said that journalism about immigration has changed since the refugee crisis of 

autumn 2015, when a record number of asylum seekers (almost 163 000) came to Sweden 

(Migrationsverket 2016). This sentiment is echoed for instance by Björn Häger (2016): “In 

connection to the big parties then turning and tightening asylum immigration in autumn 2015, 

one can see a change also in the news coverage” (Häger 2016:31). The journalists seem to have 

gone from a fear of being called racist, to more openly daring to problematize issues regarding 

immigration, integration and multiculturalism, following the policy changes implemented by the 

government in order to reduce immigration. 

 

Anna Dahlberg (2016) comes to a similar conclusion. She thinks journalists have ignored serious 

research pointing out that asylum immigration is a net cost for Sweden, and instead stuck to the 

premise that it is not only morally right but also financially profitable for society to accept 

refugees. She criticizes journalists for acting like activists for open borders, especially during 

August and September of 2015, for instance by collecting donations for the refugees (Dahlberg 

2016:47). Two months later, the government announced that the situation had become 

unsustainable, and that it would adapt Swedish immigration laws to the minimum standard of the 

EU. Then, the events in Cologne on New Year’s Eve took place, where reports say women were 

sexually harassed by immigrants. These events seemed to bring about a change in the news 

coverage in Sweden. Suddenly journalists started to report intensively on problems related to 

immigration. Dahlberg wonders what happened to the activism for open borders that was so 

apparent just a few months earlier (Dahlberg 2016:49). “Future research will likely establish that 

Swedish media have a partially new praxis after the events in Cologne” (Dahlberg 2016:51). 

 

Lasse Granestrand (2016) says that a more open debate about issues surrounding immigration 

could have prevented the “U-turn” that has now occurred (Granestrand 2016:79). Instead of 

bringing up legitimate concerns about immigration, journalists were fixated on avoiding anything 

that might confirm the views of the Sweden Democrats, an anti-immigration party. Modest 

critique of migration policies was routinely labeled as racism, he says. Then something changed. 

By the time the spring of 2016 came along, more critical questions started being asked about 
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what kind of effects immigration will have on Sweden (Granestrand 2016:80-83). “Hopefully 

migration will now be a political issue like others. Or has already become that. The turn moves 

fast.” (Granestrand 2016:85). 

 

Other journalists apart from Dahlberg and Granestrand have also been critical of the way they 

and their colleagues have reported about immigration, acting like there are no downsides to it. At 

a debate held by the freedom of speech organization Publicistklubben on January 25, 2016, 

several journalists including Granestrand agreed that the media had failed to problematize the 

migration policies of the government. One of the participants, Pontus Mattsson, said, “It 

becomes more difficult when it is just one party that thinks one thing and everyone else thinks 

exactly the same [as each other],” referring to the Sweden Democrats being the only major anti-

immigration party (TT 2016). Jörgen Huitfeldt, host of a radio news program, said, “We have 

been lousy at portraying migration as it is, namely that there is a conflict of interest between 

investing more in school or elderly care, and being Europe’s most generous country for 

migration.” (TT 2016). 

 

The debate on how the media have handled the immigration issue is likely to continue. A 2015 

survey study showed that 54% of respondents agree with the statement that Swedish media do 

not tell the truth about societal problems related to immigration (Andersson 2017:30). Lars 

Truedson, head of Institutet för mediestudier, thinks it is time to seriously discuss if the media 

have failed to be neutral when it comes to questions of migration and integration (Truedson 

2017). 

 

Did journalists in fact become more critical of immigration after the refugee crisis of 2015? That 

is what this thesis aims to look into. The thesis will also look at trends in the longer term – how 

the framing of immigration has changed between 2009 and 2015. This is interesting since the 

Sweden Democrats, an anti-immigration party, entered the national parliament in 2010, and has 

grown in support since then. Has a rise in negative reporting about immigration occurred, 

corresponding to the party’s growing popularity? That is another question which this thesis seeks 

to answer. In a broader sense, the study aims to explore the influence of political institutions on 
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the media. If the statements by the above mentioned researchers and journalists are true, it 

suggests that the media are affected by political changes and trends. 

 

To answer the research questions, articles from three newspapers and three years have been 

analyzed. With 150 articles per year – 2009, 2015 and 2016 – that adds up to 450 analyzed 

articles in total from Aftonbladet, Dagens Nyheter and Göteborgs-Posten – three big Swedish 

dailies. 

 

Many of the quotes in this thesis were originally in Swedish, but have been translated to English 

by the author. There are references to all quotes and they can thereby be found in their original 

form.  
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2. Background 

This section will focus on describing the refugee crisis of 2015, which is an important event in 

the context of this thesis. Information will also be given about the rise of the Sweden Democrats, 

and the attitudes of Swedes toward immigration and immigrants, as the societal and political 

background is useful to know in order to understand the way Swedish journalists approach the 

immigration issue. 

2.1 The refugee crisis of 2015 

A lot of people came to Sweden to seek asylum in the beginning of the 1990’s, primarily because 

of the conflicts going on in former Yugoslavia. The number of asylum seekers started increasing 

again in the year 2000. Between 16 000 and 34 000 people sought asylum each year. Then in 

2012, the numbers started rising again. 44 000 sought asylum that year, 54 000 in 2013 and 81 

000 in 2014. Most asylum seekers usually come to Sweden in late summer and autumn, with a 

culmination in October. A majority of them are men (Utredningen om migrationsmottagandet 

2015 2017:59-63). 

 

The first half of 2015 was quite similar to previous years. The number of asylum seekers coming 

during the summer months was lower than in 2014. However, beginning in August, asylum 

seekers started arriving in greater numbers than before. 11 700 came in August, while 24 300 

sought asylum in September. In October, the number had risen to 39 200. A culmination was 

reached in week 46 (November 9 to 15), when 10 551 people applied for asylum in that one 

week. Already the next week, the numbers started rapidly decreasing. In December, 13 900 

people applied for asylum, which was considerably less than in the previous two months. By the 

end of the year, a total of 162 877 people had sought asylum (Utredningen om 

migrationsmottagandet 2015 2017:64-69). Most of them came from Syria, where a civil war had 

been waged since 2011. Afghanistan and Iraq were the second and third most common countries 

of origin (Utredningen om migrationsmottagandet 2015 2017:72). This period of 2015 is 

colloquially referred to as the refugee crisis, and that term will also be used in this thesis to refer 

to these autumn months when Sweden went through its greatest humanitarian effort since World 

War II (Utredningen om migrationsmottagandet 2015 2017:454). 
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The reason why the number of asylum seekers decreased so rapidly after November had to do 

with actions the Swedish government, consisting of the Social Democrats and the Green Party, 

was taking to handle the situation. At the beginning of autumn, government representatives 

spoke about the importance of taking in refugees needing shelter. “My Europe accepts people 

fleeing from war, with solidarity and in cooperation. My Europe does not build walls, we help 

out when the need is great,” said Prime Minister Stefan Löfven at a demonstration for refugees 

on September 6 (Regeringskansliet 2015a). At the same demonstration, the Minister for Culture 

and Democracy, Alice Bah Kuhnke, also held a speech which ended with her saying “long live 

the right to asylum!” (Regeringskansliet 2015b). The government seemed determined to help as 

many as possible, but the circumstances changed when so many people were seeking asylum at 

the same time. “It is going to be a difficult autumn,” said the Minister for Justice and Migration, 

Morgan Johansson, in October (Tidslinje över flyktingkrisen 2015). Finally, on November 24, 

the situation had become so dire that the government called for a press conference where it 

announced that Sweden’s immigration policies would be adapted to the EU’s minimum level 

(Tidslinje över flyktingkrisen 2015). The government had thereby gone from expressing a great 

willingness to take in refugees, to implementing policies that would make as few people as 

possible come to Sweden. The policies also seemed to have had a noticeable effect, as the 

number of asylum seekers in 2016 (28 939) was only a fraction of the amount that came in 2015 

(Migrationsverket 2017). The Prime Minister has since the autumn of 2015 expressed, from his 

party’s side, that it might not be desirable to go back to the generous immigration policies that 

Sweden used to have. Sources to Dagens Nyheter confirm that it is unlikely that the Social 

Democrats will want to return to the old policies (Eriksson 2017). 

2.2 The Sweden Democrats 

The Sweden Democrats is a political party founded in 1988. It describes itself as a “social 

conservative party with nationalist foundational view” that wants to “guard the mutual national 

identity that has been the foundation which the welfare state and our country’s peaceful and 

democratic development grew from.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2014:3). Regarding the issue of 

immigration, the party recognizes that immigration in the past has been a net gain for Swedish 

society in several cases. However, in modern times immigrants have been coming in large 
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numbers and from distant countries and cultures. The party draws the conclusion that “the 

overall net effect of mass immigration from remote countries is strongly negative, both 

economically and socially.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2014:23). The party further states that 

“immigration must be kept at such a level and be of such a character that it does not pose a threat 

to our national identity or to the welfare and security of our country.” (Sverigedemokraterna 

2014:23). In 2012, the party announced a plan to lower immigration of asylum seekers and 

families of immigrants by 90% (Larsson 2012). The party’s most important political goal is to 

make Sweden’s refugee and immigration policies more restrictive (Stiernstedt 2011). 

 

In the 2010 elections, the Sweden Democrats won their first seats in the national parliament, with 

5.7% of the votes. In the following 2014 elections, the party more than doubled their share of 

votes to 12.86% (Valmyndigheten 2014). The Sweden Democrats have also grown in opinion 

polls made by the government agency Statistics Sweden (no date). 6.7% of respondents said they 

would vote for the party in 2010, compared to 18.4% in 2017. However, the party reached its 

highest support yet in November 2015, during the refugee crisis, when 19.9% of respondents 

said they would vote for it. The party thereby nearly tripled its support from 2010 to 2015. 

 

During the same time period, some voiced the opinion that the Sweden Democrats and racist 

views were being normalized, and were alarmed by these developments. Journalist and author 

Lena Sundström argued in a 2012 interview that the media were legitimizing the Sweden 

Democrats, which made the party grow stronger. “You have in a pretty short time gone from 

calling the Sweden Democrats a racist party via calling them a xenophobic party to calling them 

an immigration critical party,” she said (Mannheimer 2012). Victoria Kawesa, scholar and later 

made party leader for Feminist Initiative, warned in 2014 that nationalist and xenophobic 

sentiments were becoming more accepted in Sweden. “Racism has somehow been normalized 

during the four years we have had the Sweden Democrats in the Riksdag,” she said (Lindholm 

2014). 

 

The fact that almost every fifth Swede now supports the Sweden Democrats can seem 

paradoxical, considering that the Swedes’ attitude toward taking in refugees has become less 

negative despite increased immigration. In 2014, 43% of Swedes said it would be a good or a 
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pretty good idea to accept fewer refugees. Twenty years earlier, that share of respondents was 

65% (Demker 2016:188). Demker explains this apparent paradox by the way immigration has 

been dealt with in the past. Before the Sweden Democrats, immigration was not brought up as an 

important issue by the political parties. They competed with each other and mobilized voters 

through policies regarding distribution of wealth, not through questions of identity, culture and 

lifestyle. The entrance of the Sweden Democrats into the parliament has created new dividing 

lines between the parties that have less to do with classic left-right issues, and more to do with 

questions of nationalism, religion and culture. The paradox of Sweden can be explained by the 

fact that the Sweden Democrats have been able to mobilize voters who see immigration as the 

central political issue, but who did not have a party representing their views earlier. Immigration 

also became a big issue in 2015 which further facilitated the mobilization of voters for the 

Sweden Democrats (Demker 2016:193-194). 
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3. Research questions and purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is firstly to analyze the gradual, long term trends in the coverage of 

immigration. Articles from the first half of 2009, January 1 to June 30, will be compared to the 

equivalent months of 2015. 2009 was the year prior to the nationalist and social conservative 

party called the Sweden Democrats entering the Swedish parliament after the 2010 election. The 

party has since then grown significantly in popularity, shown both in the 2014 election results 

and more recent polls. This normalization of nationalism and anti-immigration sentiments in 

politics might have had an effect on the coverage of immigration, which is the Sweden 

Democrats’ main political issue. The hypothesis is therefore that the coverage became more 

critical. A second purpose is to test if the suggestion made by several journalists is true, that a 

change in the coverage of the immigration issue occurred after the Swedish government 

announced policies intended to restrict immigration in November 2015. An analysis of news 

articles about immigration published before and after the turbulent autumn of 2015 should 

indicate if such a turning point toward more critical reporting took place, which is the 

hypothesis, and to what extent the coverage changed. Thirdly, a special emphasis will be put on 

mentions of ethnic and cultural issues in the news coverage, as well as mentions of specific 

Swedish values and norms. The purpose is to see if these kinds of issues and values became more 

frequently mentioned in the news over time, which would thereby show that journalists more 

often marked out differences between Swedes and immigrants. The hypothesis is that an increase 

should be seen as the coverage became more critical of immigration. 

 

Below are the three research questions that this thesis will attempt to answer. 

 

● RQ 1. Looking at long term trends, how did the framing of immigration change between 

the first half of 2009 and the first half of 2015? 

● RQ 2. How did the framing of immigration change between the first half of 2015 and the 

first half of 2016? 

● RQ 3. What ethnic and cultural issues, and specific Swedish values and norms, were 

present in the coverage of immigration, and did the frequency and character of them 

change over the studied time periods?  
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Apart from answering the research questions, which is mainly a descriptive issue, the study will 

conclude with a discussion related to the explorative aim mentioned in the introduction: What 

can the results say about the way political institutions influence the Swedish media? 
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4. Previous research/theoretical framework 

This section will present the theory of framing, as well as earlier research on political news 

journalism, and how immigration and immigrants have been covered by the media. An emphasis 

is given to framing, as framing analysis is an important part of the method employed in this 

thesis. The theoretical background will guide the work of analyzing the material and then 

interpreting the data produced by the analysis. 

4.1 The power of the media 

This thesis seeks to answer the question of how three Swedish newspapers have covered the 

immigration issue. One would wonder why that is interesting to know, if the media had no power 

or influence at all on their audience. However, most people probably feel instinctively that what 

they read, hear and see has an effect on their view of the world. If that is true, then it is safe to 

assume that how the media covers the immigration issue will also influence how audiences 

perceive that particular issue – how important it is to them and which stance they take in the 

matter. There is a large body of research on this topic to discover. The study of the media’s effect 

on audiences has a long history, and has gone through several phases, which will be outlined 

briefly in this section. 

 

According to Strömbäck (2001), the media and journalism are people’s foremost sources of 

knowledge about politics and politicians. The question is not if, but to what extent the media has 

power over people’s perception of reality, and their opinions. The kind of power the media 

wields can be described as symbolic; the media has communicative and knowledge based tools at 

their disposal to influence, as opposed to being able to make decisions like a politician. The 

media, along with other institutions with symbolic power, like the church, have power over the 

agenda and which issues politicians will decide on. Agenda setting is a theory that will be 

touched upon later in this section (Strömbäck 2001:165-167). 

 

The question of the media’s influence over individuals have been central since the end of World 

War I and the breakthrough of democracy along with new types of mass media like movies and 

radio. In this time, the effect of the media was seen as equal to their content. That is, the content 
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was thought to have a direct and immediate effect on the audience, and the effect being equal for 

all recipients. The media, and especially the wartime propaganda, were seen as very powerful, 

and this time is therefore called the time of “the almighty mass media” (Strömbäck 2001:168-

169). This view changed radically at the beginning of the 1940’s, when these expectations 

clashed with reality. Studies on audiences in the United States showed that the content was in 

fact not equal to the effect, and not all persons were affected in the same way. The mass media 

was not as almighty as many had thought. Personal and social factors were found to be 

important, since people get much of their information through conversing with other people. The 

media was thus thought of as having effects, but lacking direct effects. However, these ideas on 

the media’s power would change again starting in the first half of the 1960’s, a time when 

society at large was undergoing great changes. In Sweden, the mobility of voters was increasing, 

television had arrived and journalism professionalized. Scholars now studied the long term 

effects of the media on people’s minds. It was in this time and context that the theory of agenda-

setting evolved (Strömbäck 2001:169-171). 

4.2 Agenda-setting 

Originally, the theory of agenda-setting was formulated by McCombs and Shaw in 1972. Their 

results from studying the American presidential election of 1968 indicated that the media have 

the power to affect which issues people find important: 

 

In choosing and displaying news, editors, newsroom staff, and broadcasters play an 

important part in shaping political reality. Readers learn not only about a given issue, but 

also how much importance to attach to that issue from the amount of information in a 

news story and its position. (McCombs & Shaw 1972:176) 

 

Another way to summarize agenda-setting as a theory is that while the media might not have 

power over people’s opinions, they do influence which issues they have opinions about. Human 

experience is limited. People do not have the ability to learn everything they need to learn 

through firsthand accounts. That is not least true when it comes to politics. Therefore, the media 

have power to set the agenda and affect which issues the public is discussing and thinking about. 

Hundreds of studies have been done testing the theory and largely confirming it, while also 
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making new discoveries that add to our knowledge on how powerful the media is in setting the 

agenda. Much of the research that has been done give support to the idea that the media also 

affect how we think about certain issues. One theory that explores that idea further is priming. 

(Strömbäck 2001:171-176). 

4.3 Priming 

Priming can be described as the media’s practice of “making certain issues or attributes more 

salient and more likely to be accessed in forming opinions” (Coleman et al. 2009:151). By 

making certain attributes more salient than others, the media affects how people evaluate 

political actors and issues. For example, by holding the government of a country accountable for 

a certain problem, like criminality, the media makes people evaluate the government through 

how they have handled that issue. Priming is therefore not just about which issues are made 

salient by the media, but also which aspects of the issue that are highlighted (Strömbäck 

2001:176-177). There is however another theory, framing, that also concerns not only the “what” 

but also the “how.” It is the central theory used in this thesis, and therefore it will be dealt with in 

more detail below. 

4.4 Framing 

Since its publication, Entman’s 1993 article on framing has been cited thousands of times by 

other scholars using frame analysis. The author presents a short but useful definition of framing 

in the context of media studies: 

 

Framing essentially involves selection and salience. To frame is to select some aspects of 

a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way 

as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, 

and/or treatment recommendation for the item described. (Entman 1993:52, original 

cursivation) 

 

Entman uses the cold war frame as an example of a frame that was dominant in American news 

for a long time. Using his example and definition, one could say that frames define problems (a 
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civil war has erupted), diagnose causes (communist rebels started the conflict), make moral 

judgments (the rebels are the aggressors that need to be fought), and suggest remedies (America 

should offer support to the opposing side). Journalists frame a story by highlighting some aspects 

of it, making those pieces of information more noticeable to the audience. In that way, journalists 

are telling their audience what is important to focus on in the story they are telling. (Entman 

1993:52-53). 

 

“News is a window on the world” (Tuchman 1978:1). When we look out of a window, the 

placing, size, and other properties of the window determine how the world appears through it. 

Similarly, when we consume a piece of journalistic work, we see the world through a frame 

constructed by the journalist. The way a journalist frames a story, the perspective that he or she 

chooses, consciously or not, will affect how the world is perceived by the recipient. A frame of a 

societal issue involves which arguments and facts that are presented, which sources are quoted 

and which words are used. Many scholars have studied how news are framed and come up with a 

number of alternatives, some of which are recurring. Among the more general frames, which can 

occur in all kinds of news stories, is the conflict frame. The conflict between two or more actors 

is at the center of that kind of story. News media are often focused on conflicts and ignore issues 

where there is an agreement. Another general frame is the economic consequences frame. The 

economic perspective is often used in connection to big events like wars and natural disasters, 

but can also be applied to more trivial matters. The game/strategy frame is also recurring in 

political news, where the focus lies on winners and losers in the quest for voters, rather than 

political issues and ideology. Apart from those that have been mentioned, scholars have 

identified a number of other frames that can also be considered general. There are also frames 

that are specific to certain political issues. However, most if not all frames build on Entman’s 

idea that defining a problem is the core of a frame (Shehata 2015:360-363). 

 

Experimental studies have been made on the effects of framing on people’s opinions. These have 

shown that framing do have an effect on people’s opinions, but that it also depends on who the 

consumer is. If several frames are featured in the same news story, the consumer will embrace 

the one that is closest to his or her own preferences and values (Shehata 2015:364-366). 

Druckman (2001) distinguishes between two types of frames: frames in communication, which is 
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how the media frames an issue, and frames in thought, which is the individual’s judgment of an 

issue. The media frame can affect the individual’s thought frame. Druckman also distinguishes 

between two types of framing effects: equivalency framing effects and emphasis framing effects. 

The former occurs when people are presented with different but equivalent words or phrases, like 

10% unemployment or 90% employment, which causes them to change their preferences. The 

latter occurs when a set of considerations are emphasized, which leads individuals to focus on 

those considerations in their decision-making. (Druckman 2001:228, 230). An example of that 

could be if the media would focus on the issue of criminality during an election, which would 

make the audience evaluate parties from the perspective of their crime policies. 

4.5 Political news journalism 

News journalism incorporates political values, for different reasons and in different ways. Few 

would say that journalism is or can be perfectly neutral (Hallin & Mancini 2004:26). The media 

in any society will be affected by, but also affect, the political system of that society, as well as 

the relations between the political sphere, the media and the citizens. Political journalism is 

thereby shaped by the political context it operates in, while also shaping the political context 

itself (Strömbäck 2015:300). However, different media systems have different degrees of what is 

called political parallelism. In the case of Sweden, Hallin and Mancini characterizes the 

country’s media system as having a high degree of external pluralism, especially in the national 

press (2004:67), meaning that there is a pluralism in the media system as a whole “through the 

existence of a range of media outlets or organizations reflecting the points of view of different 

groups or tendencies in society” (Hallin & Mancini 2004:29). As society changes, political 

journalism as a reflection of society should change with it. 

 

According to Dobek-Ostrowska (2015), 50% of Swedish journalists answering a survey in 2012 

said their political orientation was left leaning. 17% answered center, 14% right leaning, and 

19% that they did not know (Dobek-Ostrowska 2015:181). However, 75.6% of respondents said 

that being a neutral reporter was very important (8% said it was not important) (Dobek-

Ostrowska 2015:190). 
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4.6 Previous research on immigration journalism 

This thesis focuses on how the issue of immigration was framed by the media. Therefore, it is 

interesting to look at some previous studies to see how this issue has been dealt with, both by 

Swedish and foreign media. Benson (2013) studied how American and French journalists have 

covered this “hot-button” topic. After reading through a large amount of material, including 

policy papers, academic studies and news articles, he was able to make a list of ten immigration 

frames that he thought were widespread. Each frame defines a certain problem or positive effect 

attributed to immigration or immigrants. The ten frames, which will be outlined briefly here, fit 

into three broader categories: victim, hero and threat. The victim category includes three frames: 

global economy, humanitarian, and racism/xenophobia – immigrants are portrayed as victims of 

poverty, unjust government policies, or racism. The hero category’s three frames are cultural 

diversity, integration, and good worker – immigrants bring with them positive contributions to 

society, adapt well to mainstream culture, or work hard and contribute to the economy. Lastly, 

the four threat frames are jobs, public order, fiscal, and national cohesion – immigrants take jobs 

from natives, break the law, become a burden on the economy, and bring with them a foreign 

culture that threaten to undermine the native people’s culture (Benson 2013:6-8). These frames 

will also be used in this thesis, although not exclusively and with some added instructions. 

Benson’s results from the American study showed that the humanitarian frame and the public 

order frame were the most common. He concludes that journalists are increasingly encouraged to 

write about immigration from a personalized perspective favoring the humanitarian angle. 

Furthermore, the public order frame is common because it “embodies the central news values of 

drama, conflict, and emotion.” (Benson 2013:99). In the case of French journalism, the same 

pattern can be seen where the humanitarian frame and the public order frame are the most 

common in almost every studied year from 1973 to 2006. The racism/xenophobia frame is also 

quite common, which has to do with the disparaging way French journalists write about the far 

right (Benson 2013:122). 

 

Greussing and Boomgaarden (2017) studied the way immigrants were framed in Austrian 

newspapers during the refugee crisis of 2015. They found that the dominant frames used were 

mainly “established, stereotyped narratives of security threat, economisation, and – to a lesser 

extent – victimisation.” (Greussing and Boomgaarden 2017:15). The results from quality and 
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tabloid newspapers were similar, although the criminality frame was, as expected, more 

emphasized in the tabloids. The authors think these stereotyped interpretations of refugees might 

affect the integration of newly arrived people in a bad way, as many people use the media to 

understand and learn about complex political and societal issues like the refugee crisis 

(Greussing and Boomgaarden 2017:16). 

 

Bolin, Hinnfors and Strömbäck (2016) studied how immigration was framed in Swedish editorial 

pages from 2010 to 2015. They looked at how editorials from the four biggest Swedish daily 

newspapers framed immigration and integration during the five-year period. The research 

questions focused on how much the newspapers had written about these two closely related 

topics, which parties were discussed in connection to them, and if the editorials framed 

immigration and integration positively, negatively or neutrally. The last question is the one most 

relevant to this study, and the results show that there were overall very few editorials that gave a 

positive impression of immigration and integration during the time period. A decidedly greater 

portion of the material showed the negative sides of these topics, which the authors see as a 

surprising result considering how the media has been accused of not covering the more 

problematic aspects of immigration. However, a majority of the editorials were considered 

balanced or neutral; four out of five articles could not be identified as either positive or negative. 

The authors also noted that a shift began at the end of 2014 and continued during the first half of 

2015, where a greater portion (a third) of the editorials framed immigration and integration in a 

negative way. To summarize, one can say that most articles during this period were balanced or 

neutral, but that negative framing was used to a greater extent than positive, and the negative 

articles increased during the last year (Bolin, Hinnfors & Strömbäck 2016:203-204). 

 

Bolin, Hinnfors and Strömbäck also looked at which parties were discussed in the editorials. 

They reference Widfeldt (2015), whose study shows that there is a clear difference between the 

Sweden Democrats and the other parties in the parliament in how they deal with the immigration 

issue. All of the parties have a self-image of being generous, except for the Sweden Democrats 

which are open about wanting to restrict immigration (Widfeldt 2015:399, 412-414). Bolin, 

Hinnfors and Strömbäck find that the Sweden Democrats clearly dominate from 2010 to 2014, 

which shows that the party has “owned” this issue. In 2015, however, the four centre-right 
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parties (the Centre Party, the Christian Democrats, the Liberal Party and the Moderate Party) 

dominate (Bolin, Hinnfors & Strömbäck 2016:201-202). 

 

Häger (2016) got some interesting answers when he in 2010 interviewed journalists about how 

they deal with the Sweden Democrats and the immigration issue. Since the party was elected into 

the parliament in 2010, it is no longer possible to simply ignore it, and debates have been held 

about how journalists should approach the party. For instance, the radio news programme Ekot 

instated a policy saying that the Sweden Democrats is a xenophobic party, and that Ekot should 

dissociate itself from xenophobia (Häger 2016:26-27). The interviewees told Häger that 

reporting about immigration and criminality is problematic, and many “hold back so to not 

contribute to increased xenophobia.” (Häger 2016:27). One said that they choose not to 

investigate such things as the use of the veil and honor killings when there is an election 

approaching. The interviewees generally showed great caution when reporting about problems 

connected with immigration and multiculturalism. The reason for this kind of self-censorship is 

that they do not want to validate the views of the Sweden Democrats, and not be accused of 

supporting the party. Häger concludes that the journalists have been biased against the party. He 

also notes that journalists have values that drastically diverge from the population in general. 

According to him, several studies have shown that journalists are more positive toward 

immigration, and less racist and intolerant than the general public (Häger 2016:27-30). Whether 

the journalists’ bias against this kind of party is ethically sound or not, though, can be debated. 

 

Studies of journalism and ethnic diversity often utilizes postcolonial theories about how the 

media creates representations of “us” and “them.” Studies made using this theoretical perspective 

often conclude that the media help to maintain and reinforce discrimination, rather than aid the 

process of integration. However, this way of reducing everything to a question of “us” and 

“them” in media studies has also been criticized for not engaging in more complex issues (Graf 

2015:336). Studies of Swedish media made in the last couple of decades have often found that 

immigrants are represented as problems and threats, often connected to criminality and violence. 

Minority groups are less commonly used as sources than majority groups, and are described in a 

stereotypical way. Immigrant women are generally depicted as being oppressed, with the 

exception of those who are independent and more adapted to Swedish society (Graf 2015:341-
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343). To sum up the results of the many text analyses that have been done in recent years, the 

media’s representation of immigrants and ethnic minorities is stereotypical and negative, and 

only rarely positive. This kind of journalism has in turn been described as a threat to the 

democratic, multicultural society (Graf 2015:347). 

 

One way of showing the immigrant as the “other” is by pointing out cultural differences between 

the immigrant and the majority population. Journalism itself contributes to creating a shared 

culture and a national belonging. Culture can be defined as people’s common rules, values and 

symbols (Hultén 2009:71). Hall (1997) says culture is about “shared meanings,” and culture can 

be used to emphasize and preserve identity within groups as well as pointing out differences to 

others (Hall 1997a:2-3). “Marking ‘difference’ leads us, symbolically, to close ranks, shore up 

culture and to stigmatize and expel anything which is defined as impure, abnormal.” (Hall 

1997b:237, original cursivation). Culture, Hultén (2009) points out, becomes a hierarchy where 

the members of a group share common features which other people do not, and are thereby seen 

as carrying less of the important values shared within the group. Swedish culture can be 

represented as superior to the immigrant’s lifestyle. Several studies show that Swedish culture is 

often represented as safe, good, equal and superior in contrast to the immigrants’ patriarchal, 

oppressive, violent and primitive cultures (Hultén 2009:71-75). 

 

Other studies have focused on the production processes of journalism and how they affect the 

content produced by journalists. The research involves questions about diversity among 

journalists, and the media companies’ policies. For instance, one government investigation found 

that newsrooms had an overrepresentation of the majority population, which affected the way 

immigrants are stigmatized and stereotypically represented in the news (Utredningen om 

strukturell diskriminering på grund av etnisk eller religiös tillhörighet 2005:136). Research has 

also been done looking at the situation for journalists with an immigrant background, and the 

circumstances they face within media companies (Graf 2015:344-346). 

 

Hultén (2006) wrote her doctoral thesis on how Swedish newspapers have written about 

immigration from 1945 to 2005. She points out that the newspapers contribute to forming 

perceptions of people with a foreign background, but also to ideas about what Swedishness 
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(“svenskhet”) is (Hultén 2006:8). Her results show that the media outlets’ coverage of 

immigration and immigrants reflects political changes to a large degree. For example, the word 

“invandrare” (immigrant) was not used anywhere in the 1965 sample, but was present in 40% of 

articles analyzed from 1975. Hultén connects this to the formation of the Swedish Immigration 

Board (Statens invandrarverk) in 1969, which had a quick impact on the journalistic use of the 

term “invandrare” and its compounds. Another example she gives is a shift of media rhetoric 

from 1985 onwards. Immigration went from being viewed as a resource necessary to create the 

Swedish welfare state, to an economic burden encumbering the same welfare state. A 

corresponding shift occurred in the government’s rhetoric during that time, so Hultén draws the 

conclusion that “[t]his suggests a continuous dialogue between the press and the government 

agenda regarding migration policy.” (Hultén 2006:221). Furthermore, she finds that the concept 

of citizenship in the newspapers “has become more coloured by a cultural understanding of 

national identity than by a civic one.” (Hultén 2006:222). From 1985 and onwards the articles 

focus more on cultural differences and descent. Generally, “[t]he portrayal often draws on an 

implicit positive self-representation of Sweden as a nation of the righteous and generous, 

honorable ideals of humanity and equality.” (Hultén 2006:222). Hultén’s results will be 

compared with this study’s findings to see if the same patterns can be seen in how immigration 

coverage changes following events in the political sphere. 

 

Brune (1996) analyzed the headlines of news reports from 1993 about immigrants, refugees and 

racism, focusing on how immigrants and their cultures are presented. She found that, after 

comparing her results with studies from the 1980’s, a journalistic shift had occurred during the 

1990’s where immigrants and refugees were given more active roles in negative contexts. 

Immigrants and refugees were, for instance, more often featured in crime related articles. She 

explains this apparent shift by a debate that had been ongoing since the 1980’s, where it had been 

said that the media described immigrants and immigration in a deceptively positive and 

conciliatory way. This had, according to Brune, led to a crisis of credibility for the media. Brune 

said that this debate might have been the cause of a change in journalistic practice in the 1990’s, 

with an increase in negative stories about immigration (Brune 1996:14-16). 
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Brune (2004) made another, bigger study of Swedish news journalism about immigration and 

refugee issues as well as racist violence. She looked at how journalism creates a “we” and 

“them,” in the context of immigration. She found two recurring patterns in the material; one 

where refugees are seen as a threat or a concern to a national “we” defined by the authorities 

guarding the border. In the other pattern, “we” are defending the individual refugee risking 

deportation, against the same authorities (Brune 2004:343-344). She identifies an imagined 

“Swedish” community, which is more frequent in the material around the year 2000 than 25 

years earlier, and which the immigrant deviates from (Brune 2004:357, 359). 

4.7 Contribution to the field 

The above section on previous research is meant to describe what we already know about 

immigration journalism, with a focus on Sweden. It is also meant to give points of reference for 

this study, as some but not all of the above mentioned results will be compared to the results of 

this thesis. Especially Hulténs observation of a “continuous dialogue between the press and the 

government agenda regarding migration policy” (Hultén 2006:221) is interesting, as this study 

aims to explore how political institutions potentially influence the media. The overarching 

question is if the same observation can be made about the media during the time period that this 

thesis will analyze. 

 

Furthermore, by knowing what research has already been done, it is possible to say something 

about what this study can contribute to the field of immigration journalism. The main goal here 

is to contribute to the knowledge of how the praxis of immigration journalism did or did not 

change after the refugee crisis of 2015. It does not seem as though a robust study of this period 

has been done yet, and so there appears to be a void to be filled. Regarding the other time period, 

2009 to 2015, Bolin, Hinnfors and Strömbäck (2016) have already looked at how immigration 

was framed on editorial pages during approximately the same time. However, this study will not 

analyze editorials exclusively, but all kinds of articles including both “objective” news and 

opinion articles. Hence this thesis can give a more complete view of how immigration was 

framed during this period. It is also likely that it uses a somewhat different method than the 

aforementioned authors did, and might therefore come to other conclusions.  
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5. Methodology and empirical data 

Entman et al. (2009) suggest four approaches to analyzing frames in media content. All of them 

have in common that they examine “the selection and salience of certain aspects of an issue by 

exploring images, stereotypes, metaphors, actors and messages.” (Entman et al. 2009:180). The 

approach that will be used in this thesis is called manual-holistic, which can be both inductive 

and deductive. In this thesis, frames will be generated inductively from a qualitative analysis of a 

small selection of news stories chosen from the greater material, as well as by looking at 

previous framing studies that have focused on the immigration issue. Those frames will then be 

incorporated as variables into a code book and coded in a quantitative content analysis. (Entman 

et al. 2009:180). In this section on method, the concepts of content analysis and frame analysis 

will be explored more in depth. However, a few other noteworthy considerations will be outlined 

first. 

5.1 Role of theory 

The theoretical basis of this study will be used deductively, meaning that the author will draw on 

what is already known about the subject in question to deduce one or several hypotheses which 

will then be tested empirically. This deductive approach to theory, which is usually applied in 

quantitative research, can be described as the following six steps: (1) gather theory, (2) make 

hypothesis, (3) collect data, (4) make findings from the data, (5) conclude whether the hypothesis 

is confirmed or rejected, (6) revise theory. The last step involves induction, where the researcher 

draws on his or her findings to revise the original theory. In this way, the researcher can make a 

contribution to the stock of knowledge concerning the particular field of study. (Bryman 

2016:21). 

5.2 Epistemological considerations 

It might be interesting for the reader of this thesis to know the author’s standpoint regarding 

epistemology and how it relates to this particular study. Although this question is complex and 

worthy of a more thorough examination, some general points of departure can be explained. The 

positivist take on epistemology is an attractive one, advocating that methods used in natural 
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sciences can be applied to studying social reality. Some elements of positivism can be identified 

in this study: theory is used to generate a hypothesis that is tested; knowledge is created through 

gathering facts which are used to define laws; research is conducted in a value free, “objective” 

way (more on that in the section on content analysis). However, studying texts and their meaning 

are perhaps inherently an exercise in interpretivism. The interpretivist approach takes into 

account the subjective meaning of social action. (Bryman 2016:24-26). A text must be 

understood by a reader, someone with a subjective viewpoint that tries to make sense of what is 

being read. The job of a researcher doing content analysis is to describe the text and interpret the 

results with some expectations of how others would understand it. (Krippendorff 2013:28). The 

author of this study recognizes that texts are the subject of interpretation, but will attempt to 

quantify certain aspects of the material in a way that can be considered value free. In that sense, 

one could say that this study both connect with positivism and interpretivism, and the 

relationship between the concepts is complementary rather than contradictory. 

5.3 Content analysis 

Content analysis is an approach to analyzing media content or other texts, that “seeks to quantify 

content in terms of predetermined categories and in a systematic and replicable manner.” 

(Bryman 2016:283). Another well-known definition comes from Berelson (1952): 

 

Content analysis is a research technique for the objective, systematic and quantitative 

description of the manifest content of communication. (Berelson 1952:18) 

 

Content analysis is a good method for finding trends and differences in a material (Krippendorff 

2013:53-58). This makes the method suitable for the aim of this study: to see how the coverage 

and framing of the immigration issue has changed over time, and what differences there are 

between different media outlets. 

 

The method involves making rules, or variables, with which the researcher categorizes the 

material. The variables should be written down in a manual and defined in such a clear way that 

different researchers will apply them equally and get roughly the same results. One of the 

benefits of content analysis is that the results should be the same regardless of the personal biases 
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of the researchers, and in that sense the method can be considered relatively objective. Apart 

from objective and systematic, Berelson also characterizes content analysis as being quantitative 

as well as describing manifest content. Quantification adds to the systematic quality of content 

analysis and makes it possible to see general patterns in a larger material. Manifest content is the 

content that is apparent, and which should be obvious to everyone. Content that is in some way 

not manifest should not be analyzed, since that would likely interfere with the reliability and 

objectivity of the study. (Bryman 2016:284). 

 

One of the benefits of content analysis is that it is a transparent method. How the research is 

designed can be clearly explained so that other researchers can replicate the study and get the 

same outcome, or make follow-up studies. The method is also nonreactive, meaning that the 

participants in the study are not aware of being studied. That is, the newspaper journalists do not 

know that their articles will be analyzed. A problem with content analysis is the fact that any 

code book, which is where the variables are listed and defined, almost certainly allows some 

degree of interpretation by the researcher. Drawing on his own experience of content analysis, 

this author knows that even the simplest of instructions can be read differently by two 

researchers. Another disadvantage of this method is that “why” questions are difficult to answer. 

(Bryman 2016:302-305). For example, if this study finds that one newspaper uses a certain frame 

more frequently than another newspaper, it might not be possible to say why that is the case. 

However, other researchers have the possibility to follow up on this thesis and answer questions 

invoked by the results. 

 

Krippendorff (2013) mentions four distinguishing features of content analysis that sets it apart 

from other methods. The first one has already been mentioned; content analysis is an unobtrusive 

or nonreactive method. A problem with studying something is that the study itself can interfere 

with the object being assessed – the subject’s awareness of being under observation can make it 

behave differently than it would otherwise. With content analysis that is not a factor, since 

materials like texts and images cannot behave in any way at all, and therefore will not change by 

being observed. The second distinguishing feature is that the method can handle unstructured 

matter as data. While methods like the questionnaire usually need to have predefined answers to 

be processed by a computer, content analysis handles data that is already prepared. The 
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researcher cannot influence how the text is written, and can only study it after it is finished and 

published. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage; it means that the data’s sources are not 

limited to choices defined by the researcher, but this also means that the researcher cannot be 

sure that he or she will find what he or she is looking for. The third feature is that content 

analysis is a context-sensitive method, taking into account the fact that texts are read by and 

make sense to people. A context-insensitive method, like the survey, “generate data without 

reference to their original contexts” (Krippendorff 2013:46). Lastly, the fourth feature is that 

content analysis can handle large amounts of data. If the variables are defined clearly enough, 

many researchers can work together to read through many articles – even thousands in some 

cases. With the aid of computer programs, it is possible to process huge amounts of data quicker 

than could ever be possible without this kind of technology. (Krippendorff 2013:45-48). 

 

The method that will be used in this thesis is called quantitative content analysis, which entails 

two things. Firstly, the content of something, namely newspaper articles, will be analyzed. 

Secondly, the quantitative part means that enough articles will be analyzed so that it is possible 

to express the results in numbers. There are forms of content analysis that are not quantitative, 

but for the purpose of this study, a quantitative approach seems to be the most suitable. 

Quantitative content analysis is a useful tool when you want to know about the frequency of 

different categories in the content of a material. A category can for instance be the sources used 

by the journalists to tell their stories. With this kind of analysis, you can see how often a certain 

category appears in the material, and you can also see how much attention it gets over time and 

space. For instance, one can use this method to see how often the government or the opposition 

were used as sources in an election period. Frequency and space are the two main criteria of 

importance for the quantitative content analysis. Sources and issues that appear often in the 

media are thereby given importance, and it is generally good for a political actor to get a lot of 

attention by the journalists. (Esaiasson et al. 2012:197). It therefore seems like quantitative 

content analysis is the perfect method for the objective of this thesis, namely to analyze how the 

immigration issue has been covered over time, with a focus on how frequent different frames 

have been. 
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Within political communication, there are (at least) three possible ways to use quantitative 

content analysis, regarding what kinds of questions you want answered (Asp 1986:20). The first 

category involves descriptive questions and is about studying the content itself, for example how 

an election was covered by the media. That is the approach that will be taken in this study, 

looking at how immigration has been covered in Swedish media. The two other categories will 

also be explained here for the sake of clarifying the available options. One can also ask questions 

with assumptions about how the content should be, according to some type of standard. For 

instance, the impartiality and quality of Swedish public service media has been studied over the 

last decades. A third type of questions deals with explanatory aspects. That can for example 

involve looking at how the mass media affects people’s behavior, and how different journalistic 

cultures in different societies affects the content of news. 

  

For every method there are upsides and downsides. As has been said, quantitative content 

analysis works well when studying the frequency of categories over time and space. However, 

because of the strong focus on frequency, the method has been criticized for being largely about 

“mechanical counting.” Esaiasson et al. (2012) on the contrary say that is a benefit of the method 

– being able to go through a large amount of material to find out something about the 

components of that material. They object to the suggestion that the difference between 

qualitative and quantitative content analysis is about the difference between counting and 

interpreting. It is rather the case that one always has to interpret the categories before they can be 

counted in the material. The categories have to be interpreted and explained clearly. For instance, 

if one wants to count the positive or negative tonality of articles about immigration, one first has 

to make clear what it means to express a positive or negative tonality in this particular context. 

(Esaiasson et al. 2012:198). It is thus an oversimplification to say that quantitative content 

analysis is just about mindless counting. Interpretations have to be done beforehand for you to 

know what it is that you are counting. 

5.4 Creating a code book/doing framing analysis 

“The coding schedule and coding manual are crucial stages in the preparation for a content 

analysis.” (Bryman 2016:306). The first stage in the preparation for this study was thus focused 

on constructing and testing a preliminary code book. The code book (see appendix 2) is the result 
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of the author mainly drawing inspiration from two other studies: Benson (2013), briefly outlined 

earlier in this thesis, and a study called the SCANPUB project (Riegert) that has neither been 

conducted nor published yet as of this writing. However, the author has had contact with one of 

the researchers on the project, Professor Kristina Riegert from Stockholm University, and has 

had the opportunity to see some of the preparations that has been done so far. SCANPUB is 

designed to examine the public discourse on immigration in the three Scandinavian countries 

during the period of 1970–2015. Frame analysis is used, as in this study, and a number of frames 

have been defined before the coding starts. The SCANPUB code book (which is also only 

preliminary as of this writing, and might be revised before the final version) takes the ten 

immigration frames described by Benson (2013:8), and adds a few more to make it applicable to 

the Scandinavian context, where immigration can take a different form than in the United States 

and France. A new threat frame was added, called the war and persecution frame. This frame 

portrays immigrants as refugees fleeing from war and persecution, and the recipient countries 

have a humanitarian obligation to help them. Three so called “debate frames” were also added to 

the original list by Benson. 

 

When constructing a code book for this study, the author more or less copied the frames from the 

SCANPUB code book (which in turn consisted in most part of Benson’s frames). This has the 

benefit of creating an opportunity to compare the results of this study to the SCANPUB project’s 

future results. The author also decided to copy a number of other variables from SCANPUB that 

could apply to the study of Swedish media, with minor changes (specifically number 12, 14, 15, 

17 and 18, see appendix 2). The rest of the variables were created by the author himself, which 

were deemed necessary in order to answer the research questions. A pilot test was then 

conducted on a small sample of the material (20 articles chosen randomly from spring 2015 and 

spring 2016, with a main focus on immigration), to see how well the code book fit to the actual 

material. The small test study revealed some interesting results that were then taken into account 

when the final code book was made. 

 

After having done the test, it was time to make a final version of the code book so that the coding 

itself could commence when material had been gathered. The first variables are ones that are 

what Esaiasson et al. call “formvariabler” or form variables (Esaiasson et al. 2012:203), where 
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the most obvious properties of the articles were coded. Variables 1–11 describe the unique unit 

number, the newspaper where the article was published, when it was published, what the 

headline was, the size of the article in number of words, which section of the newspaper it was 

included in, if it was featured on the front page, who wrote it and the sex of the writer, and lastly 

the specific news genre. Most of these should not require any further explanation – they were 

necessary to identify the particular articles. Having a variable for whether the article was on the 

front page or not was deemed necessary since articles on the front page are likely considered 

more important or newsworthy than others by the publication. The identity of the writer is also 

important, since there might be patterns connected to who is authoring the articles. Perhaps men 

write in a different way than women. Also, coding for genre might indicate if there is a 

difference for example between opinion articles and hard news. 

 

After the form variables, the code book then includes variables describing the content of the 

articles. As there are a lot of these variables, many of which were not important for the final 

analysis, only variable 14, called dominant frame, will be explained in more detail here. The rest 

of the variables can be seen in the appendix. 

 

There are 17 frames in total. Only one of them was coded per article – the one that is dominant 

and most salient. The first frame is the neutral frame, used for articles where immigration is an 

object of neutral description – as neither a positive nor a negative thing. The four following 

frames are victim frames, where immigrants are framed as victims of for instance war, unfair 

government policies, and racism. Then follow three hero frames, where immigrants are described 

positively as in some way improving Swedish society by being here. After that comes five threat 

frames, where immigrants are in different ways portrayed as having a negative effect on society. 

The following group of three frames are called debate frames, which in different ways describe 

the debate around immigration. The last frame is the other frame which is used when none of the 

other frames apply. 

 

Two other variables were added to answer the third research question. One asked which ethnic 

and cultural issues were mentioned in the articles. These issues can also be described as cultural 

“clashes,” where the meeting of two or more cultures give rise to a conflict or disagreement. The 
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other variable asked which values/norms/laws/common standards were mentioned in the articles 

as explicitly Swedish. These are values and norms that are in some way presented as inherent in 

Swedish society. The list of cultural and ethnic issues, as well as the list of Swedish values and 

norms, consisted of some of the most common examples. However, an “other” category was 

added to both variables so that unexpected examples could also be coded. 

 

The coding was done with the software SPSS, used for statistical analysis. The variables were 

inserted into the program, and all of the coding and analysis was then done using this software. 

5.5 Data collection 

The material for this thesis consists of articles from three newspapers: Aftonbladet, Dagens 

Nyheter and Göteborgs-Posten. The articles are specifically about immigration to Sweden and 

themes closely tied to that issue, for instance acts of racism directed toward people with an 

immigrant background, and questions about Swedish culture and identity in a multicultural era. 

The selected time period is the first six months of 2009, 2015 and 2016 respectively. 

 

When choosing which media to analyze, it was important to get a plurality of outlets which could 

to some degree reflect the pluralism of the Swedish media market. However, there had to be 

some limitations. For every research project there are time constraints, and one has to be realistic 

about what can be done under the conditions set up for each project. The amount of material for 

a thesis on this level has to be relatively limited. First of all, it was necessary to limit the 

selection to a few media outlets. Furthermore, it was decided that only newspapers in print form 

would be analyzed, as gathering and analyzing material from TV or radio would likely also push 

the time constraints and make it difficult to finish the work on time. Finally, three newspapers 

were chosen on the basis of their variation in type and ownership. Aftonbladet is a tabloid, or 

evening newspaper, owned by Schibsted. Dagens Nyheter, owned by Bonnier, is a quality or 

morning newspaper. The local newspaper Göteborgs-Posten is owned by Stampen. Aftonbladet 

is Sweden’s biggest tabloid, and Dagens Nyheter is the biggest quality newspaper (Kantar Sifo 

2017:no pagination), which means they have a wide reach and that a relatively high number of 

people get their information from these outlets. Something that also sets the newspapers apart 

from each other are the political views of the editorial pages. Aftonbladet is social democratic, 
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while Dagens Nyheter and Göteborgs-Posten both label themselves as liberal. However, the last 

newspaper has recently been criticized for abandoning its liberal heritage, instead taking a turn 

toward a more populist right wing tone with its new political editor since the beginning of 2015, 

Alice Teodorescu (Hagberg 2016). This turn toward populism might be evident also in this 

study. 

 

The reason for only analyzing articles about immigration to Sweden is obviously because the 

thesis focuses on this particular topic, and how it has been framed by Swedish media. There are 

plenty of articles about immigration into other countries as well, that must be framed in a certain 

way by Swedish news outlets. However, this thesis focuses on issues connected with 

immigration to Sweden, and the potential connections between how the media portrays this issue 

and how it is being handled on the political level. The time periods were chosen precisely 

because of the political and societal events occurring around those times. 2009 was the year 

before the 2010 election where the Sweden Democrats won their first seats in the Swedish 

parliament. The first half of 2015 was just prior to the turbulent autumn of that year, when the 

refugee crisis hit Sweden and culminated in November with the government announcing more 

restrictive immigration laws. The third period, the first half of 2016, came right after these events 

and when immigration to Sweden started slowing down after record high levels. Analyzing 

articles from these time periods makes it possible to see both long term trends and how the 

framing of immigration after the crisis of autumn 2015 potentially differed from how it was 

before. 

 

The articles were found and downloaded from an Internet based archive called Mediearkivet, 

which students of Södertörn University have access to. The keywords used to search for articles 

about immigration were typed in the following way: flykting* OR invandr* OR nyanländ* OR 

*migra* OR asyl*. The asterisks are used so that all the different potential beginnings and 

endings of these words are also included, for example “flyktingar,” “flyktingkris,” etc. The time 

period chosen was January 1 to June 30 in each of the three selected years. Thousands of articles 

came up in the results, reflecting that this is a major issue which has only become more 

prominent over the years. However, it was not possible to analyze them all for a thesis on this 

level. It was therefore decided, after consulting with the supervisor, that 50 articles were to be 
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chosen for each newspaper and year. For every year that would mean 150 articles with all three 

newspapers combined, and with three years that meant analyzing 450 articles in total, which 

seemed plausibly accomplishable within the time frame in question. The work then proceeded by 

manually picking out those articles, from the thousands included in the search results, that were 

predominantly about immigration to Sweden, and which did not just mention it in passing. This 

was done so that the articles analyzed would actually have immigration as the main theme, and 

thereby be valid. Articles that needed to be left out included a lot of foreign news, for instance 

about the American election of 2016 and the candidates’ stances on immigration. When this was 

done, hundreds of articles had been downloaded. 

 

As was mentioned earlier, 50 articles for each year and newspaper were to be selected for 

analysis. After deliberations with the supervisor, 50 was decided to be a minimum for making 

statistical conclusions about the results. A systematic random sampling technique was used to 

pick out these 50 articles per year and outlet. The total number of articles for one year and one 

newspaper was divided by 50, and the resulting number determined the fixed interval with which 

articles should be picked. To give an example, 200 articles divided by 50 equals 4, meaning 

every fourth article from a chronological list of articles should be analyzed. In this way, the 50 

articles were chosen randomly but were still representative of how much that was written during 

the six months. As Krippendorff writes on systematic sampling, “The interval k is a constant, so 

it will create a biased sample when it correlates with a natural ‘rhythm’ in a list of units, such as 

seasonal variations or other cyclic regularities.” (Krippendorff 2013:116). This sample bias is 

intentional for the purpose of this thesis, as the coded articles should be congruent to the varied 

amount of articles written each day, week and month during the six-month period. 

5.6 Validity 

“A measuring instrument is considered valid if it measures what its user claims it measures.” 

(Krippendorff 2013:329). One validity problem in this study has to do with how the material was 

gathered. Sampling validity “becomes an issue whenever a sample of texts differs from the 

population of phenomena of interest, not just in size, which often is convenient, but also in 

composition, which can bias the content analysis of the sampled texts.” (Krippendorff 2013:336). 

As was explained earlier, the material for this study was supposed to be articles about 
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immigration and closely related issues. The material was found by searching for articles with 

words related to immigration (flykting* OR invandr* OR nyanländ* OR *migra* OR asyl*). It 

was believed that these words were some of the most commonly used when writing about the 

immigration issue. These words are commonly used when referring to immigrants, however, 

there also seems to be other words that are often recurring in the material. If they had also been 

included in the search, the results might have been different which possibly could have had an 

effect on the analysis. For example, the word “integration” is very frequent in the material, and is 

normally related to the integration of people with a foreign background into Swedish society. 

Since the word integration was not included in the search, articles with that word, but none of the 

other search words, were left out. Other terms like “invandrarbakgrund” or “utländsk bakgrund” 

(“foreign background”) were neither used in the search, and therefore other relevant articles with 

these words might have been left out. It is also possible that some articles about immigration 

have been written without the use of words specifically linked to migration, and these would 

naturally be difficult to find when searching with keywords. The conclusion that must be drawn 

is that the sample was biased in such a way that it only included articles that mentioned one or 

several of the specific search words. 

5.7 Reliability 

A reliability test was done before the coding started where Kristina Riegert, Professor at 

Stockholm University, and the author compared their results after coding 20 articles chosen at 

random. The results showed a reliability of over 70% on every variable, which was deemed 

sufficient. After the coding of the 450 articles was finished, an intracoder reliability test was also 

made by the author alone. 10% of the articles (45) were coded with a reliability of over 70% on 

each variable. 
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6. Results and analysis 

In this section, the three research questions will be answered in order, based on the analysis of 

450 articles from three years and three Swedish newspapers – Aftonbladet, Dagens Nyheter and 

Göteborgs-Posten. 

 

It is important to note that the results shown below will not bring up all of the variables included 

in the code book, as some were not as helpful in answering the research questions as was 

anticipated. Some tables have also been put in the appendices section to save space for the 

written analysis here. 

6.1 Framing immigration 2009–2015 

Table 1. Frames grouped (n=450) 
% within Year   

 
Year 

Total 2009 2015 2016 
Frames 
grouped 

Neutral frame 12.7% 9.3% 8.0% 10.0% 
Victim frame 34.7% 55.3% 35.3% 41.8% 
Hero frame 18.7% 9.3% 10.7% 12.9% 
Threat frame 14.0% 12.0% 34.0% 20.0% 
Debate frame 7.3% 6.7% 6.0% 6.7% 
Other frame 12.7% 7.3% 6.0% 8.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 

In table 1 we can see how the framing of the immigration issue has developed over the three 

analyzed years. The 17 individual frames have been compiled into groups, as this will give a 

better overview of what kind of frames have been used at different times. Counter to the 

hypothesis that threat framing would increase as a consequence of the growing support for the 

Sweden Democrats, an anti-immigration party, the data from this study show that framing 

immigration as a threat actually decreased by two percentage points between 2009 and 2015. 

What happened instead was that victim framing increased from about 35% to about 55% of all 

articles, while hero framing decreased from 18.7% to about half. There thus occurred a clear 
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move during this time toward presenting immigrants as victims in need of help, and away from 

presenting them as heroes that could contribute to Swedish society in a positive way. Since threat 

framing did not increase between 2009 and 2015, one of the hypotheses of this study has been 

shown to be incorrect. 

 

 
“The migrants must get a better legal protection.” Victim framing on the front page of Dagens 

Nyheter (June 2, 2015). Migrant workers must be protected from exploitation, says the writer. 

 

Furthermore, a clear majority of the articles featured on front pages in 2009 and 2015 were either 

using victim or hero framing (see table in appendix 3). Looking only at those articles that were 

featured as the biggest stories on the front pages, none of those articles used threat framing. In 

2009, 50% of the biggest stories used victim framing, and 50% used hero framing. In 2015, 

victim framing dominated the front pages with 75% of articles featured as the biggest stories. 

Also in this regard we can therefore see that victim framing dominated the immigration coverage 

in 2015, while hero framing became less highlighted. 
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There are several differences between the analyzed newspapers in what framing they use. A table 

with all of the differences and developments over the years can be seen in appendix 5. One thing 

that can be noted here is that Göteborgs-Posten did not frame immigration more negatively than 

the other newspapers, as could be expected since the publication has been blamed for taking a 

populist right wing turn (Hagberg 2016). It is however also true that threat framing increased in 

Göteborgs-Posten by 4 percentage units between 2009 and 2015. Dagens Nyheter used threat 

framing more than the other newspapers, in 18% of articles in 2015. This is considerably higher 

than the average of 12%, and a great difference from Aftonbladet’s 4%. Overall, the study shows 

that the tabloid used threat framing the least in all years combined, and Dagens Nyheter used it 

the most. 

 

The Swedish media system has a high degree of external pluralism, meaning that the media 

reflect the political groups and tendencies in society to a high degree (Hallin & Mancini 2004:29, 

67). As the Sweden Democrats gained greatly in support during the time when the analyzed 

articles were published, 2009 to 2015, the hypothesis was that threat framing would increase 

during this time. The reason why this hypothesis was shown to be false might be related to the 

journalists’ attitudes toward the Sweden Democrats. As Häger (2016) concludes from the 

interviews he made with journalists, Swedish journalists have been biased against the Sweden 

Democrats, and been unwilling to report anything that might validate the views of the party, 

which has been called “xenophobic” by the radio news program Ekot (Häger 2016:26-27). 

Several journalists have also affirmed the impression that journalists have not been critical 

enough in their reporting on immigration issues (TT 2016), which they connect to the fact that all 

the major parties except for one supported generous immigration policies (Widfeldt 2015:399, 

412-414). The reason why threat framing did not increase, but actually decreased slightly, might 

then be because of the journalists’ unwillingness to validate the views of the Sweden Democrats 

by writing critically about immigration. The data shows that the journalists, in a clear majority of 

articles in both 2009 and 2015, chose to frame immigrants as either victims or heroes, and to a 

much lesser extent as threats. 

 

Table 2. The Sweden Democrats quoted (n=450) 
% within Year   
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Year 

Total 2009 2015 2016 
The Sweden 
Democrats 

Not mentioned 84.7% 84.7% 88.7% 86.0% 
Mentioned but 
not quoted 10.7% 10.7% 8.0% 9.8% 

Mentioned and 
quoted 

4.7% 4.7% 3.3% 4.2% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 

Interestingly, the Sweden Democrats were mentioned and quoted exactly the same amount of 

times in 2009 as in 2015. Despite doubling their share of votes in the 2014 election, compared to 

the 2010 election (Valmyndigheten 2014), these results show that they did not grow to be more 

frequently mentioned in the media coverage of immigration. This seems to indicate that their 

considerable growth in popularity did not give them more opportunity to express their anti-

immigration message in the media, which in turn might be a reason for why threat framing did 

not increase. 

 

Table 3. Dominant frame (n=450) 
% within Year   

 
Year 

Total 2009 2015 2016 
Dominant frame Neutral frame 12.7% 9.3% 8.0% 10.0% 

Global economy 0.7% 0.7%  0.4% 

Humanitarian 15.3% 28.0% 17.3% 20.2% 
War and 
persecution 8.0% 15.3% 12.7% 12.0% 

Racism/Xenoph
obia 

10.7% 11.3% 5.3% 9.1% 

Cultural 
diversity 8.0% 0.7% 2.0% 3.6% 

Integration 7.3% 3.3% 6.0% 5.6% 
Good worker 3.3% 5.3% 2.7% 3.8% 
Jobs 1.3% 2.0% 6.0% 3.1% 
Public order 2.7% 4.7% 13.3% 6.9% 
Terror 2.0% 0.7% 0.7% 1.1% 
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Fiscal 2.7% 1.3% 8.0% 4.0% 
National 
cohesion 5.3% 3.3% 6.0% 4.9% 

Containment 3.3% 1.3% 0.7% 1.8% 
Openness 3.3% 2.0%  1.8% 

Change 0.7% 3.3% 5.3% 3.1% 
Other 12.7% 7.3% 6.0% 8.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 

In table 3 we can see the frequency of each individual frame and how they have developed over 

the years. Note that the percentages derive from 150 articles per year, 450 in total. 

 

The great differences between 2009 and 2015 can be seen in the victim, hero and other 

categories, when looking at the frames combined into groups. The victim category was the most 

common in both years, and the humanitarian frame as well as the war and persecution frame 

increased the most from 2009 to 2015. 

 

In both years, the most common frame was the humanitarian frame, which focuses on 

immigrants as victims of unjust government policies and business practices in Sweden. In 2009, 

several articles were about immigrants risking deportation and problems following their contact 

with government authorities. One example of that is a news article with the title “People 

screamed and cried at the deportation” (“Folk skrek och grät vid utvisningen”) (Dagens Nyheter, 

14/06/09). A 23-year-old Iraqi along with 45 others had been sent back to Bagdad on a chartered 

plane. The article details the hardships of the 23-year-old and how the “mass deportation” of him 

and his countrymen happened. People were screaming and crying, he says. The staff on the plane 

took the passengers fingerprints and were acting rude. A picture shows him looking down at the 

ground in disappointment. In Sweden he had a job for two years, now he is unemployed and 

living with his grandmother. The article ends with his own words, “I do not want to be here. I 

want to go back to Sweden.” In a background box, the reader learns that Sweden has been 

criticized by the United Nations for forcibly deporting people to Iraq. The situation in Bagdad 

and other cities is so bad that asylum seekers should not be sent back there, according to the UN. 

Along with other facts of this kind, the reader gets the clear impression that Iraqis like the 23-
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year-old are victims of Sweden’s unjust policies when the government deports people who will 

not be safe in the country they go back to. 

 

Articles similar to the one above are also frequent in 2015. However, a great rise in articles about 

the so-called EU migrants – often Romani people from Eastern Europe begging on the streets of 

Sweden – took place between the two years, and the humanitarian frame is used in many of these 

articles. One example is an article with the title “The children live on the streets” (“Barnen lever 

på gatorna”) (Aftonbladet, 24/06/15). The journalists have followed several Romani families for 

a long time and detail their struggles in this reportage. The poor families left Romania to beg for 

money in Sweden, and the parents and children sleep in cars at night. The children do not go to 

school, and a local politician is questioned on why the authorities have not done more to help 

them. Overall, the situation is described as the families being victims both in Romania, where 

they are poor, and in Sweden where the children do not get the opportunity to go to school and 

therefore spend their days on the streets instead. 

 

The hero frames were about twice as common in 2009 compared to 2015. The greatest difference 

can be seen in the cultural diversity frame, in which immigrants are described as bringing 

positive differences to society. 8% of articles had this frame in 2009, compared to 0.7% in 2015. 

One example is an article called “Ulf meets the world in Gothenburg” (“Ulf möter världen i 

Göteborg”) (Göteborgs-Posten, 11/06/09). The article is an interview with a policeman called 

Ulf, whose office is described as a “multicultural center in miniature format,” with a Quran on 

the desk and a picture of Dalai lama on the wall. Ulf works specifically with integration, and 

describes integration as “being a complete part of society without renouncing the person you 

are.” The policeman sees cultural diversity as a good thing and something everyone has to take 

part in, including Swedes. Before, he only saw the immigrants from their worst side. Now, after 

working with them closely, “I have gotten a different knowledge and understanding. I am 

starting to become integrated.” Other articles in 2009 are similar to this one where a person is 

interviewed and the positive contributions of immigrants are highlighted. Considerably fewer 

articles like this one can be found in 2015. 
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The war and persecution frame increased from 8% to 15.3% of the articles in 2015, and was the 

second most common frame that year. This frame was used when immigrants were presented as 

refugees which countries like Sweden had an obligation to help. This was before the refugee 

crisis hit Sweden in the autumn, but many thousands of refugees were coming in the spring and 

summer as well, some after making a risky crossing of the Mediterranean Sea. An article with 

the title “Sweden supports ‘brave’ asylum proposition” (“Sverige stöder ‘modigt’ asylförslag”) 

(Göteborgs-Posten, 28/05/15) describes how the Swedish government supports the European 

Union’s proposal to distribute 40 000 asylum seekers between the member states. In Sweden’s 

case, that would mean taking in 1 369 asylum seekers. “The European Commission’s proposal is 

brave. In the long run it means that the refugee currents would look different and go to more 

countries than Sweden and Germany,” said Sweden’s Minister for Justice and Migration. 

Articles like this express the idea that all countries in Europe need to do their part in helping 

refugees, since Sweden and Germany cannot take care of them all. 

6.2 Framing immigration 2015–2016 

The hypothesis was that threat framing would increase after the refugee crisis took place in the 

autumn of 2015. The data, shown in table 1, confirms this hypothesis – the use of threat frames 

increased from 12% in 2015 to 34% in 2016. During the same time, victim framing decreased 

from 55.3% to 35.3%, but was still the most used type of framing in both years. This shows that 

in a relatively short amount of time, from the first half of 2015 to the first half of the following 

year, the way that immigration was framed changed remarkably. The analyzed newspapers 

framed immigration in a much more critical way, focusing more on problems caused by 

immigrants coming to Sweden. This is precisely what some journalists and researchers (see 

Häger 2016, Dahlberg 2016, Granestrand 2016) thought had happened – that a sudden shift 

occurred after the autumn of 2015 when the Swedish government decided to change laws so that 

fewer people would come to Sweden. 
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“A TRAGEDY.” Threat framing on the front page of Göteborgs-Posten (January 26, 2016) after 

the murder of a young woman by an asylum seeker. 

 

Not only did the use of threat framing increase in the total amount of articles, it also became 

much more common on front pages. The data from this study show that over 50% of the articles 

featured on front pages in 2016 were articles using threat framing. This was a notable difference 

compared to 2015 and 2009, where none of the biggest stories on the front pages used threat 

framing (see table in appendix 3). According to Entman (1993:52), “Framing essentially involves 

selection and salience.” By highlighting threat framing on the front page, the newspapers showed 

readers that this kind of articles were the most important in 2016. 

 

Another noteworthy result is that, when it comes to news genres, threat framing was more 

common than victim framing in 2016 (see appendix 4). The opposite relation can be seen in what 

this thesis calls “views” articles – opinion articles written by employed writers – where victim 

framing was still a lot more common in 2016, as it also was the year before. The biggest 

difference in terms of genre, though, can be seen in the debate articles, which are usually written 

by external authors and are therefore put in a separate category. 6.7% of debate articles used 
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threat framing in 2015, compared to 53.8% in the following year. Apart from the considerable 

increase, this also shows that external writers were clearly more critical of immigration in 2016, 

than the hired opinion article writers, and in a majority of cases highlighted the negative aspects 

of immigration. 

 

The Swedish media system’s high degree of external pluralism means that it reflects the political 

views within society to a high degree (Hallin & Mancini 2004:29, 67). Yet, as was seen in the 

analysis of the material from 2009 to 2015, this did not mean that the rise of the Sweden 

Democrats made journalists write more critically about immigration. However, from 2015 to 

2016 there was a remarkable increase in threat framing. This might be due to the fact that the 

government announced new policies in November 2015 to lower Sweden’s immigration policies 

to the EU’s minimum level, in order to reduce the number of asylum seekers. The fact that the 

two government parties, the Social Democrats and the Green Party, now supported more 

restrictive immigration policies might have given journalists justification to write more critically 

about immigration, as the Sweden Democrats were no longer alone in endorsing more restrictive 

policies. 

 

Hultén’s study of Swedish newspapers (2006) showed that the media outlets’ coverage of 

immigration and immigrants reflected political changes to a large degree. One example of that is 

the shift of media rhetoric from 1985 onwards. Immigration went from being viewed as a much 

needed resource for the Swedish welfare state, to an economic burden encumbering the same 

welfare state. A corresponding shift occurred in the government’s rhetoric during that time. 

Hultén draws the conclusion that “[t]his suggests a continuous dialogue between the press and 

the government agenda regarding migration policy.” (Hultén 2006:221). The data from this study 

suggest a similar pattern, where the press reflects the rhetoric of the government. After the 

government decided to implement restrictive immigration laws, the newspapers started writing 

more about problems connected to immigration. Although it is difficult to establish a causality 

between these phenomena, a correlation seems to be apparent. 

 

These results can also be compared with Brune’s (1996) study of news headlines from 1993 

about immigration. After comparing her results with studies from the 1980’s, she found that a 
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journalistic shift had occurred in the 1990’s where immigrants and refugees were given more 

active roles in negative contexts. She explains this apparent shift by a debate that had been 

ongoing since the 1980’s, in which some said that the way the media described immigrants and 

immigration was deceptively positive. This debate also led to a crisis of credibility for the media. 

According to Brune, the debate might have led to a change in journalistic practice in the 1990’s, 

with an increase in negative stories about immigration (Brune 1996:14-16). As was described in 

the introduction of this thesis, a similar debate took place after the refugee crisis, where some 

journalists had the opinion that the media had failed to problematize the immigration issue to a 

satisfactory degree (TT 2016). It is possible that this debate, which occurred in the beginning of 

2016, affected journalists in such a way that they began to write more critically about 

immigration, as the data from this study show that they did during the first half of 2016. It seems 

reasonable to assume that journalists are affected by debates around journalism, and that they 

will adapt to the criticism they receive. It is therefore possible that the same kind of change in 

journalistic practice that Brune noticed in the 1990’s, has also happened now since the refugee 

crisis. 

 

The biggest differences between 2015 and 2016 was the rise of threat framing and the decrease 

of victim framing. The most used threat frame was the one called public order, describing 

immigrants as criminals or threats to public order in other ways. One event likely contributed 

greatly to the use of this frame – a female employee at a home for asylum seekers was killed by 

one of the residents, who later turned out to be older than he claimed to be. In general, many 

articles focused on crimes and conflicts at asylum facilities. One example is an article called 

“Strong increase in security costs” (“Kraftig ökning av kostnader för säkerheten”) (Dagens 

Nyheter, 02/02/16). Threats and assaults at homes for asylum seekers were increasing, making 

the government pay more money (described as a “cost explosion”) for guards to keep the 

situation under control. In one case, a fight erupted at a home where the staff had to lock 

themselves into a room and call the police for help. One explanation given for the increase in 

violence was the troublesome situation in which a lot of asylum seekers lived together in 

increasingly overcrowded accommodations. 
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The second most used threat frame in 2016 was the fiscal frame, in which immigrants are 

presented as a threat to the fiscal sustainability of the welfare state. How the great influx of 

asylum seekers in 2015 was going to affect the economy was an issue brought up in many 

articles. Among those articles is one called “The government is pressured by billion bill for 

refugees” (“Regeringen pressas av miljardnota för flyktingar”) (Dagens Nyheter, 10/04/16). 

Government authorities like the Migration Agency and the Public Employment Service 

demanded 160 billion SEK extra from the government to be able to handle the situation. The 

Migration Agency described the situation as “very pressured.” Because of the “flood” of 

refugees and the elevated terror threat, the police also needed more money to employ thousands 

of new policemen. 

 

Hero framing was used considerably less than victim framing and threat framing in both 2015 

and 2016. Out of these three groups of frames, hero framing was also used the least when all 

three years are combined. The reason for that might be that news media are often focused on 

conflicts and ignore issues where there is an agreement (Shehata 2015:360-363). This puts hero 

framing at a disadvantage, as this kind of framing shows the positive side of immigration where 

there are no conflicts to be found. Victim and threat framing focus more on different kinds of 

conflicts and should therefore be more attractive for the journalists to cover. 

6.3 Swedishness and cultural differences 

Table 4. Ethnic and cultural issues (n=450) 

 
Year 

Total 2009 2015 2016 
Ethnic and 
cultural issues 

20.1 
Graduations 

 
1 0 0 1 

20.2 Gender 
inequality 

 11 3 8 22 

20.3 Honor 
culture 

 9 2 6 17 

20.4 
Circumcision 

 
0 1 1 2 
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20.5 Freedom of 
speech 
challenged 

 
7 7 7 21 

20.6 The veil  3 1 1 5 
20.7 Hand 
shaking 

 0 0 1 1 

20.8 Criminality  18 3 6 27 
20.9 Enclaves  18 3 4 25 
20.10 Civil 
courts 

 
3 0 0 3 

20.11 Separate 
hours/spaces 

 3 0 0 3 

20.12 
Immigrants 
unhappy 

 
3 0 1 4 

20.13 Child 
marriage 

 1 0 1 2 

20.14 EU 
migrants 

 1 26 3 30 

20.15 
Stereotyping, 
racism etc 

 
30 30 20 80 

20.16 Swedes 
are 
cold/unwelcomin
g 

 

5 1 1 7 

20.17 Other  15 9 4 28 
Total  128 86 64 278 
Numbers are based on responses. 
 
 

Table 5. Swedish values and norms (n=450) 

 
Year 

Total 2009 2015 2016 
Swedish 
values 

23.1 Freedom  3 1 2 6 
23.2 Trust  1 0 0 1 
23.3 Equality  5 6 4 15 
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23.4 Gender 
equality 

 
8 2 8 18 

23.5 
Openness/inclus
ion 

 
8 5 10 23 

23.6 Justice  7 1 3 11 
23.7 Democracy  7 1 6 14 
23.8 Other  10 7 10 27 

Total  49 23 43 115 
Numbers are based on responses. 
 
The two tables shown above, table 4 and 5, show how many times ethnic and cultural issues, as 

well as Swedish values and norms, were mentioned each year. These two variables were 

included for the purpose of seeing if discussions about differences between Swedes and 

immigrants became more frequent over the years. Ethnic and cultural issues are those that 

emerge when two cultures meet and “clash” with each other. Swedish values and norms are those 

that are mentioned as specifically Swedish and integral parts of Swedish society. 

 

According to Hall (1997), culture is about “shared meanings,” and culture can be used to 

emphasize and preserve identity within groups as well as pointing out differences to others (Hall 

1997:2-3). “Marking ‘difference’ leads us, symbolically, to close ranks, shore up culture and to 

stigmatize and expel anything which is defined as impure, abnormal.” (Hall 1997b:237, original 

cursivation). The “other” is created by emphasizing cultural differences between “us” (the 

Swedish majority population) and “them” (immigrants and people with immigrant backgrounds). 

Looking at how cultural differences are mentioned in the analyzed years, 2009 was the year with 

the most mentions of this kind of differences. The criminality of immigrants, and enclaves where 

immigrants are the majority and where the authorities have less influence, are two issues that are 

much more common in 2009 than the other two years. The issue of EU migrants, however, is a 

lot more common in 2015 than 2009 and 2016, which is related to the great increase in articles 

about EU migrants and their situation during this time. 

 

If we instead look at how many times certain values and norms are mentioned as specifically 

Swedish, we see that it decreased from 2009 to 2015, and then increased from 2015 to 2016. 
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Swedish values and norms – the specific qualities of Swedish culture, as defined by the 

journalists – were mentioned more frequently after the refugee crisis, and what can be called 

Swedishness was thereby more narrowly defined. The shared meanings that Hall talks about 

were thus more explicitly expressed, thereby implicitly pointing out how Swedish culture is 

different from other cultures. In several articles from 2016, immigrants are represented as threats 

to Swedish culture and established norms which are represented as superior to norms from the 

immigrants’ countries of origin. The increase in mentions of Swedish values and norms might be 

connected to the increase in threat framing from 2015 to 2016, where immigrants are presented 

as threats to Swedish society. 

 

An example of an article from 2016 that mention three Swedish values and norms (freedom, 

gender equality, and openness) is an editorial called “Create security for newly arrived women” 

(“Skapa trygghet för nyanlända kvinnor”) (Göteborgs-Posten, 01/06/16). The writer, Bawar 

Ismail, comments on the news that women are sexually harassed and feel unfree at asylum 

facilities. He asks if it is credible to say that Sweden is supposed to be a welcoming country for 

refugees, where they can be free, when women that are coming here are treated in this way. The 

writer asserts that the problem faced by these women is that the men around them come from 

societies where women are subordinate to the man. In Sweden, men and women are equal, but 

the men coming from patriarchal societies threaten to undermine the way things are here. There 

are several articles like this in 2016, but this is one of the clearest examples of where the values 

of openness and being welcoming to strangers are set in conflict with preserving the good values 

and norms, like gender equality, that have evolved in Sweden. This kind of rhetoric is also in line 

with what earlier studies have shown, that Swedish culture is often represented as safe, good, 

equal and superior in contrast to the immigrants’ patriarchal, oppressive, violent and primitive 

cultures (Hultén 2009:71-75). 

 

However, suggesting that certain norms and values are inherently Swedish is not always meant 

as an argument against immigration and multiculturalism. Some writers want to emphasize the 

Swedish value of openness as an argument for multiculturalism and for letting immigrants into 

the country. One example is a column by Pontus Bäckström called “That is when we feel the 

most Swedish” (“Det är då vi känner oss som mest svenska”) (Göteborgs-Posten, 14/05/16). In 
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his opinion, the most positive aspects of Sweden are gender equality, inclusion and openness. To 

many, he says, the Pride parades have become like alternative National Day celebrations. “That 

is when we feel the most Swedish, when the blue-yellow can be mixed with different colors.” He 

points out how immigrants, from refugee children to the successful football player Zlatan 

Ibrahimovic, contribute to this mix in a good way. Swedishness is an “openness to the world and 

a freedom from nationalism that excludes.” This view of Swedishness means that immigrants are 

a welcome addition to the already multicultural society, while the view represented by, for 

instance, Bawar Ismail sees immigrants as a potential threat to many of the good things that have 

developed here. 
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7. Conclusions and discussion 

In this study, a content analysis of 450 articles from three newspapers and three years was made. 

The objective of the analysis was mainly to find out how the Swedish newspapers framed 

immigration during 2009–2015 and 2015–2016. Three research questions were formulated, and 

their answers will be summarized below. 

 

RQ 1. Looking at long term trends, how did the framing of immigration change between 

the first half of 2009 and the first half of 2015? 

 

The main changes between 2009 and 2015 can be seen in the increase of victim framing and the 

decrease of hero framing (see table 1). Victim framing was so common in 2015 that a majority of 

articles (55%) used this type of framing. Threat framing changed only marginally, and became 

less frequent, which is the opposite of what was expected in the hypothesis. With reference to 

Häger’s (2016) interviews with journalists, it is possible to conclude that their bias against the 

Sweden Democrats could have affected them to write less critically about immigration, for the 

purpose of not validating the views of the “xenophobic” party. The journalists themselves admit 

to this kind of self-censorship and that, in the case of reporting about problems related to 

immigration, they “hold back so to not contribute to increased xenophobia.” (Häger 2016:27). 

This might be an important reason as to why the journalists chose to, in a majority of articles in 

both 2009 and 2015, frame immigrants as either victims or heroes, rather than threats. 

 

This part of the analysis focused on the differences between 2009 and 2015. No articles between 

these years were analyzed, and therefore this study cannot say anything about those years. It is 

possible that major changes occurred in these years that would help to understand the difference 

between 2009 and 2015, but that is something that future research might uncover – that is, by 

taking a more detailed look at each of the years in this longer period. 

 

It should be noted that, as was mentioned in the section on methodology, it is difficult to answer 

“why” questions using content analysis. This study has produced a result on how the 

immigration issue was framed, but why it was framed in that way is perhaps a question better 
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suited for future research. The journalists’ negative attitude toward the Sweden Democrats could 

have influenced their reporting, but by interviewing the journalists themselves, they would get a 

chance to explain the reasoning behind their choice of frames. 

 

RQ 2. How did the framing of immigration change between the first half of 2015 and the 

first half of 2016? 

 

Threat framing increased considerably, but victim framing was slightly more common than 

threat framing both in 2015 and 2016 (see table 1). The great increase in threat framing (from 

12% to 34%) might be due to the fact that the government changed its immigration policies in 

November 2015, during the refugee crisis. The Swedish media system has a high degree of 

external pluralism, meaning that it reflects the plurality of political views in society to a high 

degree (Hallin & Mancini 2004:29, 67). As the government implemented new laws to make as 

few people as possible come to Sweden, it seems like the newspapers reflected that tendency by 

focusing more on the problematic issues related to immigration. The fact that the media reflects 

political tendencies was also evident in Hultén’s (2006) study, which showed that immigration 

went from being presented by the newspapers as a resource necessary for the Swedish welfare 

state, to an economic burden on that same institution. A corresponding shift occurred in the 

government’s rhetoric during that time, between 1985 and 2005 (Hultén 2006:221). The results 

of this study lends further credence to Hultén’s suggestion that there exists “a continuous 

dialogue between the press and the government agenda regarding migration policy.” (Hultén 

2006:221). A comparison can also be made to Brune’s (1996) study which showed that 

immigrants were more often featured in negative stories in the 1990’s, after a debate had been 

going on about the media being too positive in its coverage of immigration (Brune 1996:14-16). 

This study shows that journalists framed immigrants as threats more often after the refugee 

crisis, when there was also a debate in which some said that journalists had not problematized 

immigration enough. 

 

It should be noted once more that this content analysis cannot give completely reliable answers 

as to why the framing was the way it was. It can only be said that some patterns of the framing fit 

into what scholars have found in previous research. Hultén (2006) saw a connection between the 
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actions of the government and the framing of immigration, and the same connection can be 

noticed in this study, as the framing of immigrants as threats increased after the refugee crisis, 

when the government had decided on more restrictive immigration laws. Further research can be 

done exploring the motivations behind the journalists’ choice of framing. 

 

RQ 3. What ethnic and cultural issues, and specific Swedish values and norms, were 

present in the coverage of immigration, and did the frequency and character of them 

change over the studied time periods? 

 

The analysis gave an ambivalent answer to the third research question. While ethnic and cultural 

issues were mentioned successively less from 2009 to 2016 (see table 4), Swedish values and 

norms were mentioned almost the same amount of times in 2009 and 2016, but significantly less 

in 2015 (see table 5). As Hall puts it, “Marking ‘difference’ leads us, symbolically, to close 

ranks, shore up culture and to stigmatize and expel anything which is defined as impure, 

abnormal.” (Hall 1997b:237, original cursivation). While it became less common to mark ethnic 

and cultural differences, it became more common from 2015 to 2016 to identify Swedish values 

and norms, thereby narrowing down the definition of Swedishness. As these results seem 

somewhat contradictory, it is difficult to conclude if marking difference became more or less 

common in the studied time periods. Perhaps future research can be done on this specific 

question to reach a more decisive conclusion. A qualitative study of debates concerning 

Swedishness might be of more help to illuminate the way that journalists have handled the 

question of Swedish identity. 

 

In conclusion, one or perhaps one and a half of this thesis’ hypotheses were shown to be correct. 

The framing of immigration as a threat decreased between 2009 and 2015, which is the opposite 

of what was expected. Threat framing did increase between 2015 and 2016, which shows that the 

hypothesis was correct. Regarding the third research question, we can see that ethnic and cultural 

issues were not mentioned more often, but Swedish values and norms were. That means that the 

hypothesis for the third research question was half correct. 
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The aim of this thesis was not only descriptive, but also explorative. The question posed initially 

was if political institutions have an influence on the media. The answers to research questions 1 

and 2 suggest that such an effect exists, and that it is strong enough to make a significant 

difference in the media’s framing. This is interesting since journalists generally tend to see 

themselves as independent, and agree that they should be neutral. Yet these results indicate that 

political events and considerations have influenced the way journalists report on immigration. 

 

However, one should be careful about drawing too far reaching conclusions from this study, 

which has only analyzed content and not the attitudes of journalists. It might be that journalists 

themselves have not changed in any significant way, but that the reality around them has. 

Sweden after the refugee crisis was not the same as before – a new situation had emerged where 

163 000 newcomers had to be taken care of. The media thereby had a new situation to describe, 

which diverged in many ways from the one before. Likewise, many things changed between 

2009 and 2015, which had no direct relation to the rise of the Sweden Democrats. 

 

Whatever the case may be, it seems likely that the debate around media bias in connection to the 

immigration issue will continue. People are still moving across the world in great numbers, and 

the job of the journalist is to show what this means for Sweden. This study can contribute to the 

debate by showing some facts about how the media’s framing has changed over time. Some have 

speculated that the media became more critical of immigration after the refugee crisis, which 

these results confirm. Whether or not it has to do with the attitudes of the journalists, though, is 

probably a question that only the journalists themselves can know for sure, and which has to be 

answered through other methods. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Newspaper articles analyzed (n=450) 

Unit 
number 

Date 
(dd/mm/yy) 

Newspaper Author Headline 

500.00 02/01/15 Aftonbladet Shiar Mala 
Said 

Flyktingar - varken ett problem eller en resurs 

501.00 12/01/15 Aftonbladet Jan-Olov 
Andersson 

Klokt beslut blev bra journalistik 

502.00 18/01/15 Aftonbladet Martin 
Nilsson 

Familj dog på spåret 

503.00 23/01/15 Aftonbladet Bo Jansson Skolan måste tolerera även extrema åsikter 

504.00 27/01/15 Aftonbladet Josefin 
Westin 

Kommer till Sverige - för att ta farväl 

505.00 28/01/15 Aftonbladet Kenan 
Habul 

SVT-reporter polisanmäld för människosmuggling: Jag är 
inte orolig 

506.00 29/01/15 Aftonbladet Daniel 
Swedin 

Björklund lyssnar inte på klokt folk 

507.00 31/01/15 Aftonbladet N/A CITATET 

508.00 01/02/15 Aftonbladet Eric 
Emanuelss
on 

Mellin: Det här är inte slutet för Alliansen 

509.00 03/02/15 Aftonbladet Karin 
Pettersson 

Billiga poänger ger inte bra integration 

510.00 05/02/15 Aftonbladet Lena 
Mellin 

Björklunds utspel utlöste fullt inbördeskrig i partiet 

511.00 05/02/15 Aftonbladet Pär 
Karlsson 

Attackeras – från alla håll 

512.00 06/02/15 Aftonbladet Oisín 
Cantwell 

Galna politiska utspel styr flyktingdebatten 

513.00 10/02/15 Aftonbladet Richard 
Aschberg 

På dagen: Jurist i EU På natten: Sprider hat 

514.00 12/02/15 Aftonbladet Oisín 
Cantwell 

Malmöpolisens uttalande låter uppseendeväckande 

515.00 14/02/15 Aftonbladet Fredrik 
Virtanen 

En anonym pöbel får inte tysta vanligt hyggligt folk 

516.00 17/02/15 Aftonbladet Åsa 
Linderborg 

Sluta mumla, Vilks 

517.00 20/02/15 Aftonbladet Pär 
Karlsson 

Man måste öka styrningen av var de kan bo 

518.00 21/02/15 Aftonbladet Lena 
Mellin 

'SD:s monopol på frågan har brutits' 

519.00 25/02/15 Aftonbladet Annika 
Sohlander 

Klassen tog strid för Ama 

520.00 28/02/15 Aftonbladet Herman 
Lindqvist 

Därför lämnar unga Sverige för att kriga 

521.00 04/03/15 Aftonbladet Josefin 
Westin 

Språkanalys är en talang 

522.00 07/03/15 Aftonbladet Malin Historisk chans att göra rätt 
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Krutmeijer 

523.00 19/03/15 Aftonbladet Eric 
Tagesson 

Han skulle utvisas till Irak - dog 

524.00 26/03/15 Aftonbladet N/A DAGENS CITAT 

525.00 30/03/15 Aftonbladet Susanna 
Nygren 

Blodet forsade från min panna 

526.00 02/04/15 Aftonbladet Patrik 
Lundberg 

De går också genom eld för sina barn 

527.00 04/04/15 Aftonbladet Natalia 
Kazmiersk
a 

Att ställa utsatta mot varandra är livsfarligt 

528.00 08/04/15 Aftonbladet Lena 
Mellin 

Det här kommer att leda till kaos 

529.00 11/04/15 Aftonbladet Serdar 
Korkmaz 

Så lyfter vi nyanlända akademiker snabbare 

530.00 21/04/15 Aftonbladet Åsa 
Linderborg 

Expressen är Carl Bildts eget husorgan 

531.00 23/04/15 Aftonbladet Inger 
Ashing 

Låt inte fler barn dö på Medelhavet 

532.00 25/04/15 Aftonbladet Jennifer 
Wegerup 

Humanism är vackert - så länge den inte kostar 

533.00 29/04/15 Aftonbladet Peter 
Kadhamm
ar 

Nu krävs bara korta steg till en revolution 

534.00 06/05/15 Aftonbladet Lars 
Jacobsson 

Vi måste lösa konflikterna som skapar flyktingar 

535.00 06/05/15 Aftonbladet Staffan 
Lindberg 

Blev vräkta trots att de kan ha tbc 

536.00 11/05/15 Aftonbladet Fredrik 
Virtanen 

Här bryter de ner främlingsrädslan 

537.00 17/05/15 Aftonbladet Mathias 
Asplund 

Södertälje målas ut som skräckexempel 

538.00 25/05/15 Aftonbladet Daniel 
Swedin 

Hyckleriet om båtflyktingar 

539.00 30/05/15 Aftonbladet Fredrik 
Virtanen 

Allting som hände då - det händer nu igen 

540.00 01/06/15 Aftonbladet Anton 
Kasurinen 

Trots protesterna - nu utvisas familjen 

541.00 04/06/15 Aftonbladet Banar 
Sabet 

Förtrycket mot kvinnor är inte unikt för Husby 

542.00 06/06/15 Aftonbladet Mikael 
Good 

Bygg inte ett förbud på lögner om tiggare 

543.00 09/06/15 Aftonbladet Lennart 
Palm 

Visst finns det goda patrioter 

544.00 11/06/15 Aftonbladet Katarina 
Wendelin 

John växte upp som papperslös - nu är han polis 

545.00 20/06/15 Aftonbladet Wolfgang 
Hansson 

Snart kan vi ha fler flyktingar att vänta 

546.00 23/06/15 Aftonbladet Erik Niva Niva: Ett U21-EM kan splittra både lag och spelare - detta 
Sverige riskerar inte det 

547.00 24/06/15 Aftonbladet Staffan 
Lindberg 

Barnen lever på gatorna 

548.00 27/06/15 Aftonbladet Sara 
Kvarnströ

Svenska fängslad i Georgien 
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m 

549.00 28/06/15 Aftonbladet Katrine 
Marçal 

Fel uttal - då hamnar du utanför 

550.00 03/01/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Hanne 
Kjöller 

Män som hatar kvinnor 

551.00 07/01/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ola 
Larsmo 

Deras hat mot demokratin är konstant 

552.00 13/01/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jessica 
Ritzén 

Borgarrådet: Kallt är kallt och var går gränsen? 

553.00 18/01/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ossi Carp Kvinna och två barn påkörda av tåget - alla tre omkom 

554.00 22/01/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Justitieministern: KD:s förslag fel väg att gå 

555.00 27/01/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Elisabeth 
Åsbrink 

Jag har bevarat lojaliteten med dem som mördades 

556.00 29/01/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Amanda 
Björkman 

FP-krav tar sikte på fel mål 

557.00 31/01/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Dröm om dubbla procent 

558.00 03/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Amanda 
Björkman 

En bra affär för statskassan 

559.00 05/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mikael 
Bondesson 

FN kritiserar Sverige 

560.00 12/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jessica 
Ritzén 

Vi kan bara hänvisa till härbärget 

561.00 14/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Marit 
Sundberg 

Nioåringen hittad i Danmark - ska föras tillbaka till Sverige 

562.00 18/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Johan Esk Esk: Nybörjarlaget får testa något av det bästa landet har 

563.00 19/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Thorbjörn 
Spängs 

Handelsbanken tar emot kontanterna 

564.00 20/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ewa 
Stenberg 

Regeringen står fast vid generositet 

565.00 23/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Marijana 
Dragic 

Asylsökande barn. 

566.00 25/02/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Tove 
Nandorf 

Migrationsverket: Vi saknar rätt verktyg 

567.00 01/03/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Gustav 
Gelin 

Jag vill tända en låga 

568.00 05/03/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Kristoffer 
Örstadius 

Snabbare väg till jobb för flyktingar från Balkankriget 

569.00 06/03/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Tove 
Nandorf 

Oseriösa firmor gör stora vinster 

570.00 09/03/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Emma 
Bouvin 

Fler flyr från Kosovo även till Sverige 

571.00 11/03/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jens 
Littorin 

Två åtalas - ska ha sålt falska pass 

572.00 17/03/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Birgitta 
Forsberg 

Husköp ger rika ryssar visum i väst 

573.00 22/03/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Även nöden har en lag 

574.00 26/03/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Johan 
Schück 

Ljus prognos - men hindren är många 

575.00 31/03/15 Dagens Juan José Lösningen är inte att sätta upp staket 
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Nyheter Iragorri 

576.00 08/04/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Amanda 
Björkman 

Arrogant behandling av tolkarna 

577.00 14/04/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Hans 
Arbman 

Tiggarna påverkar hela vår självbild 

578.00 18/04/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mia 
Holmgren 

Svenskar kan göra karriär i IS 

579.00 21/04/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Kristoffer 
Törnmalm 

Ingen ska behöva drabbas av detta 

580.00 21/04/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Annika 
Ström 
Melin 

EU:s statschefer kallas till krismöte 

581.00 24/04/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Annika 
Ström 
Melin 

EU tredubblar insatsen för att bevaka Medelhavet 

582.00 27/04/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Malin 
Hansson 

De skänkta böckerna blev Luminitas jobb 

583.00 29/04/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Anlagd brand riktad mot EU-migranter 

584.00 02/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Heléne 
Lööw 

SJUTTIO ÅR EFTER KRIGET LEVER NAZISMEN I 
SVERIGE 

585.00 06/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mats J 
Larsson 

Industri och kärnkraft i fokus för SD 

586.00 09/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Seda 
Aksoy 

Skoleleverna fixade jobb åt tiggaren 

587.00 12/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Björn 
Wiman 

Björn Wiman: Åsa Romson behöver en historielektion 

588.00 14/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Amanda 
Björkman 

Ett steg i rätt riktning 

589.00 18/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Hög invandring räddar Sveriges pensionärer 

590.00 23/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mimi 
Billing 

Öppnar för att lättare få vräka från bosättningar 

591.00 26/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Destruktiv väntan 

592.00 28/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Marijana 
Dragic 

Dömd man attackerade romer - igen 

593.00 31/05/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Hans 
Olsson 

En del företagare är helt skrupelfria 

594.00 02/06/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Lisa 
Pelling 

Sju förslag för att stärka de osynligas rättigheter 

595.00 05/06/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jens 
Littorin 

Här känner jag mig som en som människa 

596.00 10/06/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Anna 
Gustafsson 

Äldre protesterar mot flyktingboende 

597.00 15/06/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Paulina 
Neuding 

Jo, stöket på biblioteken är oftast ett segregationsproblem 

598.00 19/06/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Csaba 
Bene 
Perlenberg 

Minsta partiet har störst problem 

599.00 20/06/15 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Erik 
Helmerson 

Det finns ingen trollformel 

600.00 29/06/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Maria 
Domellöf-

Vass penna för asyl 
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Wik 

601.00 03/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Lina 
Malers 

Asylsökande gav upp bussaktion 

602.00 04/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Anja 
Haglund 

Bättre koll på könsstympning 

603.00 08/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Guider ska hjälpa in i samhället 

604.00 12/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gert 
Gelotte 

Förnuftet står mot paniken 

605.00 18/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Mamma skapar tillit [utan rubrik i Mediearkivet] 

606.00 22/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Avskaffa lagen om eget boende 

607.00 25/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Charlie 
Karlsson 

Så kan Göteborg bli mindre segregerat 

608.00 27/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gabriel 
Byström 

Därför behöver vår självbild modifieras 

609.00 29/01/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gunilla 
Grahn-
Hinnfors 

Färre regler ska lösa arbetslösheten 

610.00 03/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Billig bot för läkarbristen 

611.00 04/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Johan 
Lindqvist 

Popmusiken ett välformulerat motstånd 

612.00 06/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A M skärper tonen i integrationsfrågan 

613.00 09/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Tobias 
Österberg 

Uppdrag: Att lösa tiggarnas situation 

614.00 13/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Daniel 
Olsson 

Eritreafall kan leda till förändrade rutiner 

615.00 15/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gunilla 
Grahn-
Hinnfors 

Kampen om agendan 

616.00 19/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Anders 
Martinsson 

Kommunen överväger modulbostäder 

617.00 21/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Leta efter barnen! 

618.00 26/02/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Ulla 
Sundström 

M vill avhysa tiggare 

619.00 02/03/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Ej godkänt, Jan Björklund 

620.00 07/03/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Alice 
Teodoresc
u 

Jag vill riva åsiktskorridoren 

621.00 10/03/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Alice 
Teodoresc
u 

Fria skolvalet bra för integrationen 

622.00 14/03/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Araz M 
Fanni 

Etableringslotsar utskällda på falska grunder 

623.00 20/03/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Antisemitism i Tiden 

624.00 23/03/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A EU-migrant misshandlad i Malmö 

625.00 25/03/15 Göteborgs- Elisabeth Så vill M skapa nya vägar till jobb 
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Posten Svantesson 

626.00 29/03/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Anne 
Johansson 

”Jag vet inte om vi orkar” 

627.00 02/04/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Naomi 
Abramowi
cz 

Ingen plats för amatörer 

628.00 10/04/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Flyktingboende planeras i Åsa 

629.00 17/04/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Vill öppna asylboende på Bockaberg 

630.00 20/04/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Tina 
Remius 
Strömberg 

FP: Ge tiggarna hjälp i hembyarna 

631.00 22/04/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Arne 
Larsson 

Tre av tio röstade på två partier i valen 

632.00 24/04/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A EU-migranter vräks från Malmöläger 

633.00 27/04/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Elin 
Swedenma
rk 

Hon hjälper till att spåra flyktingar 

634.00 01/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Evalis 
Björk 

Polischefen sågar M-förslag om tiggeri 

635.00 04/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Den planerade segregationen 

636.00 07/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Hampus 
Dorian 

Säljare i kamp om kunderna 

637.00 08/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Adam 
Cwejman 

En flytt som förändrar livet 

638.00 11/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Björn 
Werner 

Antirasister utan plan 

639.00 16/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Alice 
Teodoresc
u 

Mångfaldsdebatten är enfaldig 

640.00 20/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Öppnar ungdomsboende i egen regi 

641.00 23/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Nej till FN-pengar från kommunen 

642.00 28/05/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Wiktor 
Nummelin 

Sverige stöder ”modigt” asylförslag 

643.00 03/06/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gert 
Gelotte 

Tiggarna utmanar våra självbilder 

644.00 06/06/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Festival Illegal hålls för andra gången 

645.00 10/06/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Anders 
Martinsson 

Polisen får kritik för fördröjd avhysning 

646.00 14/06/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Maria 
Davidsson 

MP vill stoppa urholkning av bistånd 

647.00 16/06/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Jan 
Höglund 

de hjälper krigsoffer 

648.00 17/06/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Sarah Britz Människosmuggling en miljardindustri 

649.00 19/06/15 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Emanuel 
Karlsten 

Du får säga vad du vill i det här landet - men inte utan att få 
kritik 

650.00 04/01/16 Aftonbladet Eva Staketet som ska stoppa flyktingar 
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Franchell 

651.00 07/01/16 Aftonbladet Annika 
Sohlander 

Barbro lär ut svenska med sång 

652.00 10/01/16 Aftonbladet Jan 
Guillou 

Jag föredrar alltid en bög framför en sverigedemokrat 

653.00 12/01/16 Aftonbladet N/A CITATET 

654.00 16/01/16 Aftonbladet Magnus 
Ringgren 

Svält som vapen - i Syrien och Värmland 

655.00 22/01/16 Aftonbladet Linnéa 
Borgert 

Mama Mia! vilket häng 

656.00 25/01/16 Aftonbladet Victor 
Stenquist 

'Det var en annan som liknade mig' 

657.00 27/01/16 Aftonbladet Ingvar 
Persson 

Polis och lärare måste få jobba 

658.00 31/01/16 Aftonbladet Katrine 
Marçal 

Det borde S också veta om 

659.00 02/02/16 Aftonbladet Lena 
Mellin 

Mellin: Inget brott att vilja vara snäll 

660.00 04/02/16 Aftonbladet Nathalie 
Mark 

De möts runt grytan 

661.00 05/02/16 Aftonbladet Anders 
Lindberg 

Bygg hus mot flyktingkrisen 

662.00 08/02/16 Aftonbladet Linnea 
Järkstig 

Så ska bråken stoppas 

663.00 10/02/16 Aftonbladet Pär 
Karlsson 

'Sverige måste stå redo - när folk tvingas fly' 

664.00 12/02/16 Aftonbladet Karin 
Ahlborg 

Misstänkt för HVB-mord är vuxen: Inte sannolikt att han är 
under 18 år 

665.00 14/02/16 Aftonbladet Kristian 
Lundberg 

I en klass för sig 

666.00 15/02/16 Aftonbladet Ali Esbati De som har det sämst ska betala - som vanligt 

667.00 18/02/16 Aftonbladet N/A Skilda budskap 

668.00 24/02/16 Aftonbladet Ingvar 
Persson 

Vänta med att röntga, Löfven 

669.00 26/02/16 Aftonbladet Elisabeth 
Svantesson 

M värnar den svenska modellen, Linderborg 

670.00 29/02/16 Aftonbladet Masoud 
Kamali 

Ensamkommande är inga hjälplösa barn 

671.00 03/03/16 Aftonbladet Erik Niva LÅT INTE BARNEN DÖ. LÅT DEM GÅ PÅ FOTBOLL I 
STÄLLET 

672.00 06/03/16 Aftonbladet Joachim 
Kerpner 

HALVAPOR- ÅK HEM 

673.00 08/03/16 Aftonbladet Staffan 
Dickson 

Merkel: Vi är nära en deal 

674.00 11/03/16 Aftonbladet Oisín 
Cantwell 

Go'natt ministern - dina asylregler sågas av samtliga 

675.00 15/03/16 Aftonbladet Wolfgang 
Hansson 

Resultatet är en rejäl käftsmäll mot Merkel 

676.00 17/03/16 Aftonbladet Christer 
Nylander 

Svensk skola klarar inte av sitt uppdrag 

677.00 19/03/16 Aftonbladet Anders 
Lindberg 

Europa bygger en ny järnridå 

678.00 23/03/16 Aftonbladet Ann Flyktingar räddar inte Sverige 
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Charlott 
Altstadt 

679.00 26/03/16 Aftonbladet Susanna 
Nygren 

'Livlös - när han flöt upp' 

680.00 31/03/16 Aftonbladet Staffan 
Lindberg 

FN-chefen: Viktigt att inte avvisa 

681.00 02/04/16 Aftonbladet Susanna 
Nygren 

De riskerar livet i tunnel till Sverige 

682.00 06/04/16 Aftonbladet Marcus 
Priftis 

Ett fackeltåg krossar ingen svensk rasism 

683.00 09/04/16 Aftonbladet Niklas 
Eriksson 

TERRORSVENSK GRIPEN 

684.00 12/04/16 Aftonbladet Anette 
Holmqvist 

Det är många uppbrott i en sån här klass 

685.00 15/04/16 Aftonbladet Anette 
Holmqvist 

'Det är helt fel politik' 

686.00 21/04/16 Aftonbladet Daniel 
Swedin 

Vänta med att röntga barnen 

687.00 24/04/16 Aftonbladet Linn 
Elmervik 

– Jag pratade mig ur min avrättning 

688.00 30/04/16 Aftonbladet Anette 
Holmqvist 

Löfven: Det var en stor utmaning 

689.00 06/05/16 Aftonbladet Johan 
Ingerö 

Ni kan inte kräva att vi slopar våra seder 

690.00 11/05/16 Aftonbladet Petter 
Larsson 

Id-kontrollerna nära skörda sitt första liv 

691.00 16/05/16 Aftonbladet N/A Är det okej att öppna flyktingboende i ett villaområde? 

692.00 24/05/16 Aftonbladet Oisín 
Cantwell 

Människor som Jenny får Sverige att fungera 

693.00 31/05/16 Aftonbladet Anders 
Lindberg 

Att 700 dör är en bisats i tv 

694.00 04/06/16 Aftonbladet Linnea 
Carlén 

Löfven och Obama planerar to 

695.00 08/06/16 Aftonbladet Pär 
Karlsson 

Sätter stopp i asylfrågan 

696.00 10/06/16 Aftonbladet N/A DAGENS CITAT 

697.00 21/06/16 Aftonbladet Karin 
Pettersson 

Offra inte barn för signalpolitik 

698.00 25/06/16 Aftonbladet Arne 
Hultgren 

Soffliggarpartiet är större än både V och MP 

699.00 30/06/16 Aftonbladet Anette 
Holmqvist 

Jag tror inte att det är Löfven som styr socialdemokratin 

700.00 04/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Viktor 
Banke 

Nya asylreglerna riskerar hindra integrationen 

701.00 06/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Lina Lund Fråga & svar 

702.00 09/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mia 
Tottmar 

Paviljonger ska klara elevexplosion 

703.00 12/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Hans 
Rosén 

Ministern: Kvinnor ska kunna känna sig trygga 

704.00 16/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ulrika By Militärens gamla hangar har blivit deras hem 

705.00 20/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Lasse 
Wierup 

Polisen hemlighåller sitt flyktingarbete 
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706.00 22/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Ge oss en svensk dröm 

707.00 26/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Sverker 
Lenas 

Cirkus Cirkör spelar på asylboenden 

708.00 28/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Anna 
Gustafsson 

Blocköverskridande samtal om EU-migranter välkomnas 

709.00 30/01/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Erik 
Helmerson 

Konstitutionsutskottet är ingen pajkastningsarena 

710.00 01/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Faller på egen retorik 

711.00 02/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mikael 
Delin 

Kraftig ökning av kostnader för säkerheten 

712.00 05/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Gulan 
Avci 

Genusperspektiv behövs i svensk migrationspolitik 

713.00 08/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mikael 
Delin 

Svenska väljarna: Invandring den viktigaste frågan 

714.00 10/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Debatthaveriet på LO 

715.00 12/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jens 
Kärrman 

Snart är flest arbetslösa födda utrikes 

716.00 15/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Evelyn 
Jones 

Farid Mohammed, 46 år, jurist, Aleppo: Jag vill att mina 
barn ska bli del av samhället här. 

717.00 18/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Erik 
Helmerson 

Rädsla är inget att skämmas för 

718.00 21/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Jobbet utför inte sig självt 

719.00 24/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mats J 
Larsson 

SD-utspel döms ut av S och M 

720.00 26/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Johan 
Schück 

Johan Schück: Inträdesjobb med låg lön kan ge fler arbeten 

721.00 28/02/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Daniel 
Kihlström 

Nya uppgifter kring Aregawi 

722.00 02/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Lars 
Grimlund 

Somalia till Zinken med första segern i ryggen 

723.00 05/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Evelyn 
Jones 

Uppeppande. Boken ska stärka unga tjejer 

724.00 08/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mikael 
Holmström 

Tolkar får komma till Sverige 

725.00 10/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jessica 
Ritzén 

Låt privata tandläkare ta asylpatienter 

726.00 12/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mattias 
Carlsson 

Sverige i storbråk om asylsökande 

727.00 15/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mikael 
Delin 

Fridolin lovar nya satsningar för att hjälpa nyanlända 

728.00 18/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Griskommentar fällde nämndeman 

729.00 21/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Svårt få personal till ungdomsvård 

730.00 24/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Johan 
Schück 

Goda tider för Sverige - men lägre tillväxt väntar 

731.00 29/03/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Städare vanligaste invandrarjobbet 

732.00 02/04/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ulrika By App skapar möten mellan nyanlända och svenskar 
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733.00 06/04/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Hans 
Rosén 

Friskolors vinster hett ämne i duell 

734.00 10/04/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Hans 
Olsson 

Regeringen pressas av miljardnota för flyktingar 

735.00 14/04/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ewa 
Stenberg 

Ewa Stenberg: Det blir svårt att klara målen för jobb och 
bostäder 

736.00 20/04/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Kajsa 
Haidl 

Iransk konstnär nekas inresa 

737.00 24/04/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Hans 
Olsson 

Björklund varnar för radikalisering 

738.00 28/04/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Hans 
Olsson 

Det är inte ödet som styr, utan det är vi som avgör 

739.00 04/05/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Moa 
Kärnstrand 

Lång kö gör att asylprocessen drar ut på tiden 

740.00 12/05/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Kristina 
Lindquist 

Kristina Lindquist: I Saltsjö-Boo syns rasismens territoriella 
aspekter 

741.00 15/05/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jens 
Kärrman 

Migrationsfrågor rörde upp känslor 

742.00 20/05/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jens 
Kärrman 

Näringslivsbasen vill samverka med facken 

743.00 24/05/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Åtal för mord på hvb-hem 

744.00 28/05/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Viktor 
Barth-
Kron 

Viktor Barth-Kron: Politisk tragedi när nödbostad på 
parkeringsplats ses som orättfärdig lyx 

745.00 03/06/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ewa 
Stenberg 

Reinfeldt tror inte på någon flyktingpaus 

746.00 06/06/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Nationen slår tillbaka 

747.00 10/06/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Katarina 
Lagerwall 

20 miljoner till svenska för invandrare 

748.00 17/06/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Misstänks ha utnyttjat flyktingpojkar 

749.00 21/06/16 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A En tid av vanmakt 

750.00 04/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Skarsgård kritiserar svensk politik 

751.00 06/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Birgitta 
Brobeck 

Vid den tiden 

752.00 08/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Evalis 
Björk 

Här stängs kylan ute 

753.00 14/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Anna 
Maria 
Corazza 
Bildt 

Alla har ansvar att kämpa för kvinnors rätt 

754.00 18/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Naomi 
Abramowi
cz 

Judarnas uttåg är Europas skam 

755.00 21/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Två skadade på asylboende 

756.00 23/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Lars 
Trägårdh 

MR-idealism i konflikt med folkopinionen 

757.00 26/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Caroline 
Karlsson 

Sorg och ilska efter dådet 
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758.00 27/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Karl-Petter 
Thorwalds
son 

Lägre ingångslön löser inte jobbutmaningen 

759.00 29/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Stor utmaning skicka hem asylsökande 

760.00 31/01/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Maria 
Davidsson 

EU vill skicka hem fler migranter 

761.00 01/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Emanuel 
Karlsten 

Lika självskrivet som att säga nej till cancer 

762.00 04/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Michael 
Verdicchio 

”Huspriser kommer krascha” 

763.00 05/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Evalis 
Björk 

Oviss väntan på besked 

764.00 07/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Hampus 
Dorian 

PÅ VÄG MOT EN OSÄKER TID 

765.00 10/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Arne 
Larsson 

Fler tillfälliga bostäder planeras 

766.00 12/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Arne 
Larsson 

”SD skapar oro under möten” 

767.00 14/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Man gripen för mord på asylboende 

768.00 17/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Marina 
Johansson 

En jämlik stad kräver att alla hjälps åt 

769.00 20/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Malin 
Ekmark 

Polisen släpper Alma-siffrorna 

770.00 23/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gunilla 
Grahn-
Hinnfors 

så valdes platserna för boenden 

771.00 25/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Bawar 
Ismail 

Överge den kravlösa integrationspolitiken 

772.00 27/02/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Martina 
Liljedahl 

Lär sig ett yrke och svenska i ett 

773.00 01/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Henrik 
Skiöld 

Aregawi lika hyllad som omstridd 

774.00 02/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Michael 
Verdicchio 

Ilska efter infomöte 

775.00 06/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Daniel 
Kindstrand 

Kommunfolk lär sig mer om syrier 

776.00 10/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Hanna 
Jedvik 

Var kommer du ifrån? Egentligen? 

777.00 13/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Arne 
Larsson 

Ny skola utreds i Västra Göteborg 

778.00 15/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Asylkostnader driver BNP 

779.00 19/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Evalis 
Björk 

Fick klara sig själva 

780.00 22/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Alice 
Teodoresc
u 

Politik i takt med väljarna 

781.00 26/03/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Pia 
Svensson 

Knä-röntgen kan få avgöra ålder 

782.00 01/04/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Kajsa 
Sjölander 

Nyanlända ska råda bot inom bristyrken 

783.00 04/04/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Naomi 
Abramowi

Vilka ska omfattas av välfärdsstaten? 
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784.00 09/04/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Ulla 
Sundström 

Öppet hus hos 61 konstnärer i Majorna 

785.00 11/04/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Rekordmånga pass försvunna 

786.00 14/04/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Jenny 
Petersson 

Lågt sparande bekymrar ekonomer 

787.00 18/04/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Naomi 
Abramowi
cz 

Efterkloka moderater nu på rätt väg 

788.00 24/04/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Ida 
Johansson 

Inget bråk trots dubbla protester 

789.00 30/04/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Cecilia 
Klintö 

Larmet: flyktingar hänger under lastbilar 

790.00 09/05/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Cecilia 
Vaccari 

Nazister spärrade av asylboenden 

791.00 14/05/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Pontus 
Bäckström 

Det är då vi känner oss som mest svenska 

792.00 17/05/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Birgitta 
Ohlsson 

Makten över plånboken lika viktig för alla kvinnor 

793.00 21/05/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Anja 
Haglund 

Rättsmedicin ska bedöma barns ålder 

794.00 27/05/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Carl Cato Lättare att avhysa EU-migranter 

795.00 01/06/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Bawar 
Ismail 

Skapa trygghet för nyanlända kvinnor 

796.00 10/06/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Kritik mot kommunalt HVB-hem för pojkar 

797.00 18/06/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Arne 
Larsson 

M vill sätta stopp för alla tillfälliga bostäder 

798.00 22/06/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Malena Ernman: [saknar rubrik] 

799.00 24/06/16 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Bella 
Stenberg 

Då var det lätt att hylla Springsteen [saknar rubrik] 

1.00 03/01/09 Aftonbladet Kurdo 
Baksi 

Vilka får åka till Bryssel 

2.00 15/01/09 Aftonbladet Andreas 
Victorzon 

Liza Marklund: Detta tar priset 

3.00 17/01/09 Aftonbladet Lars Einar 
Engström 

Sexist eller rasist, det är lika illa 

4.00 19/01/09 Aftonbladet Helle 
Klein 

Många ansvariga för Egyptenaffären 

5.00 22/01/09 Aftonbladet Johan 
Edgar 

Mordhotade Lollo har rymt från avvisningen 

6.00 26/01/09 Aftonbladet Hanna 
Axelsson 

Lovar ta upp fallet. Lollo blir fråga för regeringen 

7.00 28/01/09 Aftonbladet Johannes 
Heuman 

46-årig svensk greps i Bahrain 

8.00 29/01/09 Aftonbladet Simon 
Andrén 

Muslimer alltmer populära i Sverioge 

9.00 30/01/09 Aftonbladet Per-Ola 
Ohlsson 

Min pappa dödar mig: Nu kämpar Lollo, 17, för att slippa 
bli utvisad till Kroatien 

10.00 07/02/09 Aftonbladet Johan 
Hakelius 

Tabun - ett sätt att hålla oss i schack 
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11.00 08/02/09 Aftonbladet N/A Vår tre verkligheter borde mötas oftare 

12.00 13/02/09 Aftonbladet Andreas 
Victorzon 

Utvisas med handbojor 

13.00 14/02/09 Aftonbladet N/A Vad har hänt med taxichaufförerna 

14.00 18/02/09 Aftonbladet Elisabeth 
Marmorste
in 

Fiskar i grumliga vatten: (M)inistern sågas - av partivänner 

15.00 19/02/09 Aftonbladet Jan 
Guilliou 

Först när man lärt sig språket på djupet kan man ta del av 
samhällslivet 

16.00 19/02/09 Aftonbladet Ira Malik De nya moderaterna-med den urgamla politiken 

17.00 20/02/09 Aftonbladet Ted 
Kudinoff 

De fyras gäng 

18.00 22/02/09 Aftonbladet Eric 
Tagesson 

Poliser i bråk om utvisning 

19.00 22/02/09 Aftonbladet N/A SD visar sitt rätta ansikte 

20.00 03/03/09 Aftonbladet N/A Mobbningen i skolan -ett politiskt misslyckande 

21.00 10/03/09 Aftonbladet Tobias 
Billström 

Fel om Sveriges flyktingpolitik 

22.00 12/03/09 Aftonbladet Åsa 
Petersen 

Billström förstår inte vad som är så hemskt 

23.00 19/03/09 Aftonbladet Anna 
Ekelund 

Kvalar du in som svensk i SD:s drömsamhälle? 

24.00 21/03/09 Aftonbladet Åsa 
Petersen 

FP tonar ner kravretoriken 

25.00 21/03/09 Aftonbladet Sofia 
Ström 

Äckliga slavar. Känd finansman anmäls efter rasistutbrott på 
krog 

26.00 26/03/09 Aftonbladet Åsa 
Petersen 

Schlingmann borde läxa upp Billström 

27.00 31/03/09 Aftonbladet Åsa 
Linderborg 

Stoppa våldet mot vänstern 

28.00 03/04/09 Aftonbladet Tryggve 
Ernstedt 

Politikerna bryr sig inte om asylärenden 

29.00 08/04/09 Aftonbladet Inga-Lina 
Lindquist 

SD lockar mest lågutbildade och förstagångsväljare 

30.00 12/04/09 Aftonbladet Jan 
Guilliou 

Mona Sahlin får helt enkelt läsa deras partiprogram, och 
därefter bemöta dem med vanliga politis 

31.00 14/04/09 Aftonbladet Roland 
Johansson 

Jag älskar bin Ladin 

32.00 22/04/09 Aftonbladet Markus 
Uvell 

Moralpanik kan ta SD till riksdagen 

33.00 26/04/09 Aftonbladet Kristoffer 
Bergström 

Invandrarnas åshöjden 

34.00 06/05/09 Aftonbladet Hanna 
Hellgren 

Blond i förorten 

35.00 08/05/09 Aftonbladet Wolfgang 
Hansson 

Så fick familjen hjälp 

36.00 11/05/09 Aftonbladet Jill Sjölund Flydde mitt i natten från lynchmobb 

37.00 21/05/09 Aftonbladet Petter 
Larsson 

Malmöpolisen -bov som vill väl? 

38.00 21/05/09 Aftonbladet N/A svenskpeng 

39.00 24/05/09 Aftonbladet Johanne 
Hildebrand

Ge er på dem som utnyttjat er i stället 
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40.00 28/05/09 Aftonbladet Aleksander 
Motturi 

Undanflykten 

41.00 02/06/09 Aftonbladet Ted 
Kudinoff 

14-åring hittad död på botten 

42.00 04/06/09 Aftonbladet Lena 
Sundström 

Uppför man sig normalt är man inte riktigt klok 

43.00 07/06/09 Aftonbladet Johanne 
Hildebrand
t 

Heja Sverige - nej, jag är inte ironisk 

44.00 12/06/09 Aftonbladet Ira Malik Kvinnokampf 

45.00 28/06/09 Aftonbladet Niklas 
Eriksson 

MP går emot sina allierade 

46.00 21/03/09 Aftonbladet Anders 
Johansson 

Får mutor av personalen 

47.00 08/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ann 
Persson 

Irakier tvingas hem FN varnar för kris 

48.00 09/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Andreas 
Jennische 

Visumkrav för ryskt besök 

49.00 13/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ann 
Persson 

Indiska IT-konsulter lockas av den nya arbetskraftlagen 

50.00 15/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Liza 
Marklund 

Illvilligt och lögnaktigt påhopp på mig 

51.00 19/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Johanna 
Lagerfors 

Kraftig minskning av irakiska asylsökande 

52.00 20/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Staffan 
Kihlström 

S-toppar förnekar kännedom om CIA 

53.00 23/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ann 
Persson 

Tortyren var att inte kunna prata med någon 

54.00 24/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jiuan 
Flores 

Företaget gav god vinst redan efter 17 månader 

55.00 29/01/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Gert 
Svensson 

Att måla kriget lättar barnens ångest 

57.00 03/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Johannes 
Åman 

På fel språk 

58.00 08/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ulrika By Det stora utanförskapet 

59.00 12/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Förslag om flyktingmottagande dröjer 

60.00 17/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ulf 
Kristoffers
son 

Ta medborgarskapet från kriminella invandrare 

61.00 18/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Lisa 
Bjurwald 

Piratpengar 

62.00 19/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Marianne 
Björklund 

Nytt EU-kontor ska ge rättvis asylpolitik 

63.00 20/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Stefan 
Lisinski 

Lärare vid Polishögskolan motarbetar invandrarelever 

64.00 24/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Sören 
Häggroth 

Ge asylsökande rätt att genast börja arbeta" 

65.00 25/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Robert 
Holender 

Polisen anmäld efter misstänkt kräkning 

66.00 28/02/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ole 
Rothenbor

Skräcken för rån håller staden i sitt grepp 
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67.00 02/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ilmar 
Reepalu 

Inlägg asylpolitik med anledning av DN:s ledare 27/2 

68.00 05/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ulrika By Läxhjälp blev ett lyft för eleverna 

69.00 07/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Annika 
Hamrud 

Utvisningshotade flickors öde engagerar 

70.00 10/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ann 
Persson 

Migrationsverket sågar försörjningskrav 

71.00 13/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Peter 
Palmkvist 

Norska Fremskrittspartiet besökte moské i Malmö 

72.00 17/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Öppna Sverige 

73.00 19/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Lisbeth 
Brattberg 

Mutanklagad tjänsteman åtalad Tog emot 40000 kronor för 
att ordna uppehållstillstånd 

74.00 24/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Maria 
Schotteniu
s 

Det är kyligt för nordisk litteratur 

75.00 25/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Thomas 
Lerner 

Det är lätt att bli självgod 

76.00 28/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Andreas 
Jennische 

Trygga föräldrar vågar låta flickor gå till fritidsgården 

77.00 31/03/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Lisa 
Bjurwald 

SD: rasismen är grundstenen, inte undantaget 

78.00 02/04/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Mohamma
d 
Fazlhashe
mi 

Hatets stollar 

79.00 04/04/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Annika 
Persson 

Fyra frågor till Pontus Mattsson 

80.00 14/04/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Kristina 
Jogestrand 

Katolska kyrkan lockar allt fler 

81.00 17/04/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ole 
Rothenbor
g 

Nytt företag vill hjälpa Rosengårds entreprenörer 

82.00 23/04/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ann 
Persson 

Deprimerad irakisk pojke får stanna 

83.00 27/04/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ove 
Sernhede 

Lyssna på förortens röst 

84.00 05/05/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Alexandra 
Pascalidou 

Även svennar bodde i skilda världar 

85.00 12/05/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ulrika By Bonusförsöket gäller nyanlända 

86.00 15/05/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Anna 
Bodin 

Svårare få bra vård för lågutbildade och invandrare 

87.00 17/05/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ann 
Persson 

M svänger om socialbidrag 

88.00 27/05/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Lenita 
Jällhage 

Regeringen tiger om gömda barn 

89.00 28/05/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Esbjörn 
Sandin 

Inga svar till FN om gömda barn 

90.00 01/06/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Erik Amnå Staten ska inte styra imamers utbildning 

91.00 03/06/09 Dagens Lisbeth Migrationsverket avfärdar boförslag 
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Nyheter Brattberg 

92.00 05/06/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Jenny 
Stiernstedt 

Svensk gripen för flyktingspionage 

93.00 11/06/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Juan Flores Avtal för flyktingvård sägs upp 

94.00 14/06/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ann 
Persson 

Folk skrek och grät vid utvisningen 

95.00 21/06/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Ann 
Persson 

Allt färre irakier söker bidrag för att återvända 

96.00 25/06/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

Annika 
Hamrud 

Ministern kritisk mot asylutredning 

97.00 28/06/09 Dagens 
Nyheter 

N/A Arbetskraftsinvandringen en het fråga 

98.00 04/01/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Per Nygren Svårt att bevisa diskriminering 

100.00 22/01/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Caroline 
Karlsson 

Kampen mot hedersvåld fortsätter 

101.00 26/01/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Struntprat Johansson 

102.00 29/01/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Anne 
Johansson 

Han vill ge gömda vård 

103.00 31/01/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Christina 
Rogestam 

Lollos historia visar att våra farhågor besannats 

104.00 03/02/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A FP:s språkutspel omedelbart avfärdat 

105.00 09/02/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Karl 
Vicktor 
Olsson 

Migrationsverket lovar kortare väntan på asyl 

106.00 09/02/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Håkan 
Andersson 

Migrationsverket byter ut Munter 

107.00 10/02/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Snezana 
Bozinovsk
a 

Barn säljs och tvingas att tigga 

108.00 19/02/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A M-förslag får mothugg av Nyamko Sabuni 

109.00 25/02/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A En bättre start i Sverige 

110.00 27/02/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Filmare får SFI-stöd 

111.00 02/03/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A 2009 väntas färre söka asyl 

112.00 09/03/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Åsa 
Danielsson 

Rytmen vaknar före språket 

113.00 12/03/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Dag 
Fransson 

Victoria har en - men inte Ali 

114.00 21/03/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Christer 
Lövkvist 

Fler söker bidrag för att återvända till Irak 

115.00 29/03/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

SNEZAN
A 
BOZINOV
SKA 

Språket röd tråd i undervisningen 

116.00 04/04/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Peder Grell Från kriget till en studie om ljus 

117.00 04/04/09 Göteborgs- Christer En inofficiell ambassadör 
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Posten Lövkvist 

118.00 11/04/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Ingalill 
Löfgren 

Bostadsbolag anmäls för dikriminering 

119.00 17/04/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Avvisa inte till Eritrea! 

120.00 18/04/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A SD kartlägger medlemskåren 

121.00 30/03/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Asylsökande köper falska adresser 

122.00 02/04/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Lars Åberg Är alla i väst islamofober? 

123.00 17/04/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Pär Düsing Vill ha nya grepp för att ordna jobb 

124.00 22/04/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Toleransen höll måttet 

125.00 27/04/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Per Nygren De har fått asyl men nekas id-korr 

126.00 03/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Bäst i klassen 

127.00 03/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Lars 
Pedersen 

SD går till val om det turkiska hotet 

128.00 07/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Eritrea är inte säkert 

130.00 15/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Per Nygren SD-ledare möttes av burop 

131.00 17/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

snezana 
bozinovska 

Socialdemokraterna punktmarkerar SD Orsaken är enkel: 
Partierna slåss om samma väljare 

132.00 20/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Malin 
Clausson 

Opera för tonåringar 

133.00 23/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Riksdagen sade ja till språkbonus 

134.00 25/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Daniel 
Olsson 

Ännu en rymde från Sagåsen 

135.00 26/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Anna 
Demert 

Sándor prisar njutningen 

136.00 28/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gunilla 
Grahn-
Hinnfors 

Bonus ska öka antalet som klarar svenskundervisningen 

137.00 29/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Thomas 
Björklund 

Löpningen är Merafs räddning 

138.00 31/05/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Rasmus 
Taube 
Lönngren 

Förbjud extremism 

139.00 02/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Peter 
Lenken 

Områdets karaktär måste ändras 

140.00 03/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Jan 
Österström 

Javad lotsar till sista vilan 

141.00 05/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Maria 
Berggren 

Sanaz räknar röster i EU-valet 

142.00 08/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Värdigt nationaldagsfirande 

143.00 11/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gerd 
Eriksson 

Ulf möter världen i Göteborg 

144.00 12/06/09 Göteborgs- N/A Familj utvisas för terroristkoppling 
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Posten 

145.00 15/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Jan 
Höglund 

Fotbollslag med mycket att tro på 

146.00 16/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

N/A Mordmisstänkt lituaer väntar på utlämning 

147.00 19/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Rasoul 
Nejadmehr 

Det gäller att tro på demokratin 

148.00 22/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Gunilla 
Grahn-
Hinnfors 

Göteborgs ambassadör Nigar Ibrahim arbetar mot våld och 
förtryck 

149.00 23/06/09 Göteborgs-
Posten 

Snezana 
Bozinovsk
a 

Hallå Fuad Colic 

150.00 18/02/09 Aftonbladet N/A Storsvenska Moderater: Partiet underblåser högerpopulism 
genom att beskriva de andra som problemet 

151.00 18/02/09 Aftonbladet Lotta 
Gröning 

Bra förslag - om det gäller alla 

152.00 10/04/09 Aftonbladet Lotta 
Gröning 

Vi måste tala om våra rädslor 

153.00 21/06/09 Aftonbladet Inga-Lina 
Lindqvist 

Håll dig på bönemattan! 
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Appendix 2. Code book 

1. Unit number 

Give the unit a unique number. 

 

2. Publication 

1. Aftonbladet 

2. Dagens Nyheter 

3. Göteborgs-Posten 

 

3. Date 

YYYY/MM/DD 

 

4. Headline 

Free text. 

 

5. Size 

Number of words. 

 

6. Section 

1. Editorials/debates 

2. Domestic news 

3. Foreign news 

4. Economy/business 

5. Culture/entertainment 

6. Sports 

7. Other 

 

7. Front page 

1. Biggest story 

2. On the front page but not biggest story 

3. Not on the front page 

 

8. Origin 

1. Newsroom reporter/unsigned 

2. News bureau 

3. Combination of 1 and 2 
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4. External author 

5. Other 

 

9. First author’s name 

Free text (N/A if unsigned) 

 

9.1 First author’s sex 

0. N/A 

1. Man 

2. Woman 

3. Other 

 

10. Second author’s name 

Free text (N/A if unsigned) 

 

10.1 Second author’s sex 

0. N/A 

1. Man 

2. Woman 

3. Other 

 

11. Genre 

1. News article 

2. Telegram (notiser) 

3. Debate article 

4. Editorial (ledarartikel) 

5. Reportage/feature 

6. Essay 

7. Column (krönika/kolumn) 

8. Analysis/commentary 

9. Interview 

10. Quote 

11. Vox pop 

12. Review 

13. Recommendation 

14. Other 
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12. General theme 

0. N/A 

1. Health/social issues 

2. School/education 

3. Work 

4. Integration 

5. Family and sexuality 

6. Religion 

7. Crime 

8. National security 

9. Economy 

10. Party politics 

11. Accidents/disasters 

12. Issue connected with arrival and return, immigration control 

13. Swedish culture/identity/multiculturalism/integration into the Swedish society 

14. Civil society 

15. Culture and entertainment 

16. Sport 

17. Racism/xenophobia/extremism/extreme right parties/racially motivated harassment 

18. Foreign news 

19. Other 

 

13. What kind of immigration is the theme related to? 

0. Immigration in general (as a phenomenon; includes stories where the immigration kind is unspecified; includes 

articles about “migrants”; or when several kinds of immigration are mentioned) 

1. Refugees and asylum seekers 

2. Family of migrants 

3. Migrant workers, EU migrants (includes beggars) 

4. Irregular, illegal migration and trafficking 

5. Returning ISIS fighters 

6. Issue connected with asylum facilities 

7. Other (a specific type of immigration not included in this list) 

 

14. Dominant frame (related to immigration) 

1. Neutral frame. Immigration as an object of neutral description. References to figures, trends etc which do not 

attempt to frame it in either a positive or negative way. Immigration and diversity as a matter of fact, as 

unquestioned context factor. 
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Victim frames 

3. Global economy. Immigration is a subset of the larger problem of laissez-faire economic globalization and unjust 

North-South relations; problems of economic insecurity affect domestic workers as well as immigrants; immigrants 

are people who are hit (particularly) hard by global injustices and economic crises. 

4. Humanitarian. Immigrants are victims of unjust government policies in recipient countries (violations of human 

rights, fair legal process) or business practices; they suffer from poverty, poor living conditions in reception centres 

or in segregated areas where many of them live, lack of access to health care, inadequate welfare and health 

services, dangers related to border crossing, etc; or they have (legitimate) difficulties in adapting to their host society 

(for instance, because government policies are making it more difficult than necessary). Border controls are 

impeding the safe passage of immigrants into Sweden. 

5. War and persecution. Immigrants are refugees who are escaping from war and persecution, recipient countries 

have humanitarian obligations to help them as a matter of international solidarity; recipient countries have also 

contributed to generating the situations they are escaping from (bombing Libya, Iraq etc, failing to negotiate peace 

in the Balkans, Syria and so forth). 

6. Racism/Xenophobia. Immigrants are victims of racist or xenophobic slurs or hate crimes, or discrimination 

(intended/unintended) based on national origin, race/ethnicity, religion or culture. Immigrants have a hard time 

being accepted by, and fitting in with, the rest of society. (This frame is mainly for racism/xenophobia occurring in 

Sweden.) 

Hero frames 

7. Cultural diversity. Immigrants bring positive differences to society, from new cuisines to the unique contributions 

of immigrant artists, musicians, and writers. It is positive that society becomes more diverse also in terms of values, 

culture and religion, and that national norms and conventions are being challenged. 

8. Integration. Immigrants enthusiastically adopt mainstream cultural mores or civic obligations. Immigrants 

successfully take part in work, education and civil society. 

9. Good worker. Immigrants work hard, take jobs that citizens or legal residents/natives will not or cannot do, or 

contribute to economic prosperity and growth. There is great potential/education level/talent among the immigrants 

that Sweden should make use of. 

Threat frames 

10. Jobs. Immigrants take non-migrants’ jobs or depress wages, work and wage conditions. Immigrants struggle to 

get into the labour market; their employment rates are too low. Immigrants’ work ethic is too low. Immigrants lack 

relevant qualifications to find work. 

11. Public order. Illegal immigrants break the law in coming into this country; once here, immigrants – legal or 

illegal – are more likely than others to commit crimes, use drugs, and carry diseases; immigrants are coming in such 

numbers that they threaten overcrowding and environmental degradation. (When an immigrant is identified as the 

perpetrator.) 

12. Terror. There are terrorists among the immigrants coming. People with immigrant background might radicalize 

while living in Sweden. Terrorists go to fight for ISIS and then return to Sweden; must be dealt with by the 
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authorities. In general, immigration increases the likelihood of a terror attack occurring in Sweden; a threat to the 

open society. 

13. Fiscal. Welfare immigration threatens the normative foundations and/or future fiscal sustainability of the welfare 

state. Diversity undermines the solidarity and trust which supports the Scandinavian welfare model. Immigrants 

(especially illegal) abuse government social services programs (health, education, social security etc), imposing an 

unfair burden on taxpayers. Immigrants receive preferential treatment compared to natives, or are unjustly 

prioritized compared to other groups in need. The large number of immigrants are a burden on the national 

economy, whether they are taking unfair advantage of the welfare system or not. 

14. National cohesion. Immigrants brings foreign customs and values that threaten to undermine the host county’s 

culture or national identity; immigrants are unassimilable. 

Debate frames 

15. Containment. Debates on immigration generate or expose xenophobic or “muddy” sentiments in the population. 

New divides open up. Anti-immigration parties benefit from playing the “immigrant card”. 

16. Openness. It is important to speak freely about immigration. New, alternative and multiple voices must be heard. 

Dangerous to “put lid” on debate. 

17. Change. Immigration is changing the political landscape. New alliances emerge. New voices emerge. The public 

sphere is becoming more heterogeneous. Globalization, transnationalism and new technologies create new 

opportunities. 

18. Other (when there is a distinct frame in the article but none of the frames listed apply) 

 

15. Episodic or thematic frame 

1. Predominantly episodic 

2. Predominantly thematic 

 

16. Emotional language 

1. Predominantly unemotional 

2. Predominantly emotional 

 

17. Tonality 

0. Neutral 

1. Predominantly negative 

2. Balanced/ambivalent 

3. Predominantly positive 

 

18. Sources used: direct or indirect quotes 

0. N/A 

1. National government 
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2. State administration/civil service/courts/police (state owned institutions) 

3. Political party (not in government) 

4. Local government 

5. Local administration/police 

6. Foreign government/foreign international governmental organization 

7. Public interest group (Amnesty, Rädda barnen) 

8. Economic interest group (labour and trade unions) 

9. Academic expert/think tank 

10. Journalist/editor/media affiliated commentator/newspapers and bureaus 

11. Cultural practitioner 

12. Religious leader/representative 

13. Private business 

14. Athlete 

15. Ordinary person: immigrant (or person with immigrant background) 

16. Ordinary person: non-immigrant 

17. Illegal immigrant (if specified) 

18. Anonymous 

19. Other/unknown (includes former politicians who no longer hold office) 

 

19. Political party 

1. Vänsterpartiet 

2. Miljöpartiet 

3. Socialdemokraterna 

4. Centerpartiet 

5. Liberalerna 

6. Kristdemokraterna 

7. Moderaterna 

8. Sverigedemokraterna 

9. Other 

 

20. Which ethnic/cultural issues are present? 

1. Graduations; schools stop having graduations in church with respect to students with immigrant backgrounds 

2. Gender inequality; in general, women are affected by traditional values  

3. Honor culture; leads to oppression/violence/killings; forced marriage 

4. Circumcision of boys and girls 

5. Freedom of speech challenged; for instance because of religious dogma, or political reasons; important voices are 

not heard in the debate, important subjects are not raised 
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6. The veil; questions like if it is oppressive to women or not, and if it should be banned. 

7. Hand shaking; Muslim men do not want to shake hands with women 

8. Criminality; among immigrants, related to their ethnic/cultural/immigrant backgrounds 

9. Enclaves; high concentration of immigrants in big city suburbs create ethnic/cultural enclaves within Sweden 

where the government authorities have less control and influence 

10. Civil courts; immigrants have their own “civil courts”, where elders have the authority to solve disputes between 

people 

11. Separate hours/spaces; for men and women in public bath houses/schools/other public spaces 

12. Immigrants unhappy; their cultural customs are not respected, for example family, accommodation, jobs, food; 

complaint must be expressed from the immigrant’s perspective. 

13. Child marriage; should it be accepted/legal in Sweden when it comes to immigrants? 

14. EU migrants; begging, shanty towns, illegal camps 

15. Stereotyping, racism, unfair treatment etc. directed at immigrants by Swedes 

16. Swedes are cold/unwelcoming to strangers; immigrants have trouble making contact with native Swedes 

17. Other 

 

21. Ethnic/national origins of immigrants mentioned 

1. Nordic 

2. European 

3. The rest of the West (American, Canadian, Australian and New Zealander) 

4. African 

5. Middle Eastern 

6. Asian (including Russia) 

7. South/Latin American 

8. Romani people (includes “EU migrants”, primarily from Bulgaria and Romania) 

 

22. Religious affiliation of immigrants mentioned 

1. Buddhist 

2. Christian 

3. Hindu 

4. Jewish 

5. Muslim 

6. Other 

 

23. What are explicitly identified as Swedish values/norms/common standards/laws? 

1. Freedom 

2. Trust 
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3. Equality (jämlikhet) between people (race, class, ethnicity) 

4. Gender equality (jämställdhet) 

5. Openness/inclusion to the “other”/multicultural society 

6. Justice/rule of law/lack of corruption 

7. Democracy 

8. Other 

 

24. Keywords describing immigration and immigrants 

1. Massinvandring 

2. Invandringskritisk/invandrarkritisk 

3. Invandringsfientlig/invandrarfientlig 

 

25. Comments 

Write down any comments that might be useful to save. 
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Appendix 3. Front page table (n=450) 

Front page 
% within Front page   

Year 

Front page 

Total 
Biggest 

story 

On the front 
page but not 
biggest story 

Not on the 
front page 

2009 Frames 
grouped 

Neutral frame   14.1% 12.7% 
Victim frame 50.0% 36.4% 34.1% 34.7% 
Hero frame 50.0% 27.3% 17.0% 18.7% 
Threat frame  27.3% 13.3% 14.0% 
Debate frame   8.1% 7.3% 
Other frame  9.1% 13.3% 12.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
2015 Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame  4.2% 11.0% 9.3% 
Victim frame 75.0% 54.2% 54.2% 55.3% 
Hero frame 12.5% 12.5% 8.5% 9.3% 
Threat frame  8.3% 13.6% 12.0% 
Debate frame  12.5% 5.9% 6.7% 
Other frame 12.5% 8.3% 6.8% 7.3% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
2016 Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame  3.6% 9.6% 8.0% 
Victim frame 25.0% 21.4% 39.5% 35.3% 
Hero frame 12.5% 3.6% 12.3% 10.7% 
Threat frame 50.0% 53.6% 28.1% 34.0% 
Debate frame  14.3% 4.4% 6.0% 
Other frame 12.5% 3.6% 6.1% 6.0% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Total Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame  3.2% 11.7% 10.0% 
Victim frame 50.0% 36.5% 42.2% 41.8% 
Hero frame 20.0% 11.1% 12.8% 12.9% 
Threat frame 20.0% 31.7% 18.0% 20.0% 
Debate frame  11.1% 6.3% 6.7% 
Other frame 10.0% 6.3% 9.0% 8.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Appendix 4. Genre table (n=450) 

Genres grouped 
% within Genres grouped   

Year 

Genres grouped 

Total News Views 
Debate 
articles Other 

2009 Frames 
grouped 

Neutral frame 17.7%  14.3%  12.7% 
Victim frame 37.5% 32.5% 21.4%  34.7% 
Hero frame 20.8% 17.5% 7.1%  18.7% 
Threat frame 16.7% 7.5% 14.3%  14.0% 
Debate frame  20.0% 21.4%  7.3% 
Other frame 7.3% 22.5% 21.4%  12.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0% 
2015 Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame 15.0% 1.8% 6.7%  9.3% 
Victim frame 55.0% 58.2% 46.7%  55.3% 
Hero frame 6.3% 14.5% 6.7%  9.3% 
Threat frame 13.8% 10.9% 6.7%  12.0% 
Debate frame 1.3% 10.9% 20.0%  6.7% 
Other frame 8.8% 3.6% 13.3%  7.3% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  100.0% 
2016 Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame 9.7% 7.0%   8.0% 
Victim frame 30.1% 46.5% 30.8% 100.0% 35.3% 
Hero frame 15.1% 4.7%   10.7% 
Threat frame 34.4% 27.9% 53.8%  34.0% 
Debate frame 2.2% 14.0% 7.7%  6.0% 
Other frame 8.6%  7.7%  6.0% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Total Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame 14.1% 2.9% 7.1%  10.0% 
Victim frame 40.1% 47.1% 33.3% 100.0% 41.8% 
Hero frame 14.5% 12.3% 4.8%  12.9% 
Threat frame 21.9% 15.2% 23.8%  20.0% 
Debate frame 1.1% 14.5% 16.7%  6.7% 
Other frame 8.2% 8.0% 14.3%  8.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Appendix 5. Newspaper table (n=450) 

Newspapers 
% within Publication   

Year 

Publication 

Total Aftonbladet 
Dagens 
Nyheter 

Göteborgs-
Posten 

2009 Frames 
grouped 

Neutral frame 14.0% 10.0% 14.0% 12.7% 
Victim frame 32.0% 42.0% 30.0% 34.7% 
Hero frame 6.0% 16.0% 34.0% 18.7% 
Threat frame 14.0% 18.0% 10.0% 14.0% 
Debate frame 18.0% 2.0% 2.0% 7.3% 
Other frame 16.0% 12.0% 10.0% 12.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
2015 Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame 6.0% 4.0% 18.0% 9.3% 
Victim frame 60.0% 62.0% 44.0% 55.3% 
Hero frame 8.0% 14.0% 6.0% 9.3% 
Threat frame 4.0% 18.0% 14.0% 12.0% 
Debate frame 14.0%  6.0% 6.7% 
Other frame 8.0% 2.0% 12.0% 7.3% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
2016 Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame 4.0% 8.0% 12.0% 8.0% 
Victim frame 48.0% 22.0% 36.0% 35.3% 
Hero frame 10.0% 14.0% 8.0% 10.7% 
Threat frame 20.0% 44.0% 38.0% 34.0% 
Debate frame 10.0% 6.0% 2.0% 6.0% 
Other frame 8.0% 6.0% 4.0% 6.0% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Total Frames 

grouped 
Neutral frame 8.0% 7.3% 14.7% 10.0% 
Victim frame 46.7% 42.0% 36.7% 41.8% 
Hero frame 8.0% 14.7% 16.0% 12.9% 
Threat frame 12.7% 26.7% 20.7% 20.0% 
Debate frame 14.0% 2.7% 3.3% 6.7% 
Other frame 10.7% 6.7% 8.7% 8.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 


